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I Introduction 
A. The Proolem 
7 
The object of this study is to explain and discuss 
the use of the irr evocable letter of credit as a means of 
fi n anc i ng imports. It includes the application for ban_~ 
credit, the bank's credit investigation and standards, the 
step by step use of the l etter of credit itself, and , final-
1~, an appraisal of the s ervice the letter of credit has 
performed for the importer. 
B. The Significance of the P~oblem 
Perhaps the foremost problem in i mporting, as in 
many other fields of commercial activity, is that of finan-
cing an individual import transaction. The entrepreneur who 
seeks profit potential in forei gn trade, as in domestic trade, 
succeeds to the ex tent that he skillfully carries on the 
basic merchandising function of buying and selling . This 
paper is devoted to the technique of buying across inter-
national boundaries, and of guaranteeing payment by an ir-
revocable letter of credit . 
c. The Scope of the Study 
An attempt will be ms.de to answer the following 
questions. vVhat is the irrevocable letter of credit? How 
does it function as an instrument of finance? What are the 
precautions to be taken to protect the importer from hazards 
such as carelessness or innocent ignorance? Vfuat p art does 
the bank play in drav·ling up this instrument, and what stand-
8 
ards must be met by the business which would successf'u.lly 
seek such accommodation? How does this instrument serve the 
particular needs of a small importer? 
D. A Review of Work Done .Ql Others 
General info~~ation on financing imports by t h e 
doc~~entary letter of credit is relatively abundant, and can 
be found in text books on foreign trade, banking and finance , 
and credits and acceptances, as ·well a s in the basi c export-
import pamphlets published by the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States , the United St ates Department of Commerce, and 
v ariou s banks. 
Such sources give general information applicable 
to a wide variety of situations. In business practice, more 
specific lmo\~Tledge and information are often needed. 
The v~iter has found no studies which treated the 
special financial problems of the "typical" small importer 
of the type considered below. 
Besides the available published material listed in 
the bibliography, the v~iter has drawn directly from person-
al contacts vdthin b~~ks engaged in foreign trade financing 
and from private importers of novelty and gift merchandise . 
E. The Method of Approach 
Business men in foreign trade often say that the 
best wa y f or an intere sted person to learn importing and ex-
porting is to enter the field, even by way of an insignifi-
cant position, rather than approach t he subject academically. 
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The v~iter has complied to the extent that this was possible 
thro·:tgh direct interviews with both importers and with bank-
ers operating in ~oreign trade and ~inanee. 
A subordinate e~fort is made to explain, in simple 
language, to the interested layman as well as to the student 
o~ international trade, the conditions under Yi'nich the use 
~--==-------0~ the irrevo~ab~~: letter of c red~~---~-E_~na~-~-~---~~ is 
pr a ctical ~A sim~edc~s-~·-h;;been selected to better de-
monstrate the interaction o~ the various parties involved; 
i.e., the i mporter, his banl{, the negotiating bank , and the 
~oreign exporter. 
The AMERRYCON I MPORTING COMPANY of Boston is a 
so-c a lled small (see balance sh eet, p .24) i mporter of gi~t 
and novelty merchand i se . It is considering the purchase 
from t he ORIENTAL EXPORTERS', INC. o~ some novel Japanese 
paper lanterns. Its bank is the I NTERNATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON. 
We shall ~ollow the steps, one by one, in the 
~inancing of an imp ort order by a letter of credit, including 
such details as the movement of the goods, the paymed o~ 
principal, and interest and service charges. A clarification 
of terms used and background in~ormation on the case are pre-
sented in the next t wo chapters. 
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II The Irrevocable Letter of Credit 
A. Definitions 
Numerous descriptions and definitions of the let-
ter of cr0di t C t'm be found. For example t he ordinary revo-
cable letter of credit has been tre ated as follows: 
11
'fhe theory underlying import 
letters of credit is that the baru{ 
lends the i mporter the use of its 
name and credit standing but does not 
lend the importer any money. 11 ~l-
" •••••• is an instrument or letter 
issued by a bank in behalf and for the 
account of a buyer of merchandise. By 
this instrument the bank agrees that 
t h e drafts of the seller may be drawn 
on the issuing banl{ or on another bank 
designated in the instrument instead 
of on the buyer, and when dravm. within 
the conditions indic ated in the instru-
ment, such drafts ~dll be duly h onored 
by acceptance and/or payment, depending 
upon the usuances of the drafts. 11 ->Hl-
"The Import Letter of Credit is 
the ~lthorization addre ssed to the 
beneficiary in one country by the cre-
dit issuing bank in another under which 
t he foftner is given the right t o draw 
drafts up to a s.Pecified sum within a 
definite time, and the latter under-
takes to honor the drafts when present-
ed. 11 ~~·:Hi-
We, however, are concerned with the irrevocable 
(unconfirmed) letter of credit: 
" •••••• a type of true bank credit 
which evidences the irrevocable obliga-
tion of the buyer's bank to the shipper 
.. ~.. 1' p. 365 
-lH~ 4, P• 284 
-~ .. ~~~(- 10' p. 158 
11 
that his draf'ts will be h onored." ·:to 
Irrevocability means simply tha t the letter can-
not be modified nor c ancelled during a specif'ied period 
without the consent of the benef'iciary in whose favor t h e 
l etter is issued. In other words, the instrument is ~n 
f or ce! unti l the amount of the credit of fered is u tili zed, 
/ 
t h e letter be comes i nv alid due to expiration, or its t erms 
of credi t are c h ange d or vd t hdr a ¥1n with the consent of the 
benefici ar y . 
An irrevocable letter of credit may be conf i rme d 
or unconfi rmed . 
j.. C:: f ·":"i::i'; 
A conf irmed ~ is one that, at t h e re-
que st of t h e exporter , h a s t h e formal assurance by the ne-
got i at ing bank (corr espondent bank of t h e issui ng bank) 
t h at it will honor the obligat ions of t h e issuing bank to 
the exporter. In other words, t he negoti ating for e i gn bank 
11 conf'irms 11 t h e established credit, thereby giving t h e exp ort-
er added assurance t hat he will be pa id. ~H~ 
The irrevocable (unconf'irmed) i mpor t letter of' 
credi t is then defined by t h is "IJI.rri t er a s an i nstrument by 
which a specific, non-revocable promise by a bank is issued 
in f avor of a forei gn exporter f or t h e account of an i mport-
~t f' Fi' c; f-..A 1s;, E. 
er; J~to honor all drafts draVIm on it in accordance 1vi th the 
t er ms of the credit instrument. The irrevocable cre dit is 
t h e guarantee of the issuing bank (not the importer) to the 
* 2, p. 14 
~Hl- 6, p. 405 
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exporter, before the exporter fulfills his contract, that his 
,!_.. ;5 "!" r't~ 
drafts dravm in accordance with the stipulations of the ere-
""' 
di t will be duly honored. The exporter is protected from 
(J G -. .:..!.£ 
cane ella tion of the credit for ariy re'asons vlhich might make 
~~ 
1,\) I.::..H 
the importer to change the terms of sale, such as a decline 
,, 
in the price of . t he merchandise, or a devaluation of the ex• 
porter's currency. 
Other explanations of the advantages of the corruner-
cial letter of credit vary some what among different v.rri ters, 
but the differences are frequently matters of emphasis. 
Sanchez makes a most general comment when he Yvri tes that 
such letters are " •••••• designated to facilitate internation-
al transactions, and in some c ases to take the place of 
money." 
B. Advantages 
1. To the Importer 
"As to the buyer, credit facili-
ties are extended to him by his bank 
in the form of commercial credits, 
Ylh ich facilities the bank may not be 
willing to extend to him on other 
bases. Whenever a banlc opens a com-
mercial credit for account of a buy-
er, the buyer, by means of the com-
mercial credit agreement vrhich he 
signs, pledges the merchandise involv-
ed to the opening bank, to be held 
by the bank until the bank has been 
paid by the buyer or until the bank 
is quite willing to release the mer-
chandise on some other basis entire-
l y satisfactory to the banlc. The 
credit .facility extended to the buyer 
.~.. 5' p. 20 
by means of the commercial credit be -
comes in the nature of a .. s&lf-liqui-
dating secured loan. The mer chandis e 
has value and if the opening bank is 
n ot entirely satisfied with the stand-
ing of the buyer, plus the collateral 
value of t he merchandise , it can de-
mand a marginal deposit from t ne buy-
er before opening the credit. This 
deposit, plus the forced-s ale value 
of the merchandise , will usually eli-
minate the credit risk which the bank 
takes in opening the ere di t. 11 -l~ 
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The i mporter has t he added · advantage of borrovr-
ing the ne cessary funds at the lowe st cost. The to tal i n-
terest cost is least under the letter of credit method a nee 
the period of credi~ s minimi zed. With the exporte r able 
t o re ceive cash (on a full value or d iscount basis) at the 
ti~e of sh ipping the good s , the i mp or t er increase s hi s bar-
gaining power a.nd thereby may be able to obtain a more 
f avorable price. ** 
2. To the Exporter 
Financing the purchase of the importer simulta-
neously finances the shipment of the exporter. Export ere-
dit risk s are practically eliminated by the irrevocable as-
surance of t he issuing bank that dr afts will be duly h onored. 
The r e need be no concern lest the order be c ancelled after 
shipment but prior to delivery of the g oods . -~HH*' 
Williw1 s . Shaterian, in his Export-Import Banking 
.;:- 4, p . 298 
~~~(.. 4, p. 297 
-lH:·-l<- 4, p • 295 
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bring s ou t the poiht that frequently, where goods are priced 
precariously high in a sellers' market, the exporter may be 
unable to obtain bank credit even 7ri th documentary collateral, 
or to d iscount his documentary bills of exchange on forei gn 
T r £. 
buyers of highest credit standing . However , as the benefi-,. 
ciary of an irrevocable letter of cre dit, the exporter can 
re ceive payment immediately upon shipment. * 
Thus, the letter oP credit enables the exporter 
to finance the sh i pment during transit and to undertake a 
forei gn sale by making use of the 11 buyers credit standing 
for tha t purpose alone 11 • -:HI-
11 An import letter of credit 
aut horizes the exporter abroad to 
draw on a bank in the United State s 
rather than on the i mporter and thus 
gives the exporter the protection 
of a bank obligation." -lHH!-
With international financing complicated by gove rn-
ment controls and changing market conditions, security be-
comes the primary advantage of the irrevocable letter of 
-1" p. 
credi t to the exporter. ~econd . is obtaining financing dur-
ing the period of shipment. 
In brief, the main function of the letter of credit 
is to provide payment while "serving the buyer and the seller 
perfectly in the manner contemplated in the contract. 11 
.;:- 4, p. 295 
·~H~- 2 , p • 25 
~~-!~~r- 7' p. 38 
~H~ .. ~~~~ 8 , p • 4 
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From the standpoint of the tJ~e of importer dis-
J+ /1.~ 
cu ssed in this paper, the letter of credit gives ·th~ 
t h e .se of banl credit f acil ities other wise unavailable, by 
J 
,frt-t:::. 
pledging the merchandi s e as security. In addition, tl m35i3";1-
-M~r has t he advantHg e of borro·wing at the lo\ves t cost. -:;. 
c. Use 
As e arly as 1922, George w. Edwards, in his Pre-
f ace to Fore i gn Commercial Credits v~ote: 
"The letter of credit has been 
the fundamental method of financing 
foreign trade for many years. In 
the half century before 1914, its 
operation was carefully developed 
by bankers and merchants." -:H~ 
In practically all c a ses today, the irrevocable 
form is used, revocable letters being most I'are. ,, ,,,, "in~~ 
Traditi onal credit terms such as open account, 
consignment , or 11 clean 11 bills of exchange are still used 
by established fi rms 1.vi th long and satisfactory trade rela-
tions. Howe ver, t h e dynamics of our economic system, mani-
f ested by the fre e and rapid entry (and exit) of new entre-
preneurs, and the growt h and expansion of existing firms, 
have caused the fin ancing of imports through letters of ere-
dit to take on added significance in recent years. 
Rosenthal attributes the universal use of the irre-
' N {'-'" 1 J,/ fi J./ (- I f,J' " r) .S,. _ i f'.)c f" ~ K. 7" S 
vocable unconfirme d letter of credit to the following three 
.. ~~ 4, p . 298 
~~ .. ~~ 3 , p • xi 
-:H<--:~ 7, p. 32 
~ 
( 1/-.i 
reasons: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Most banks do not issue the revo-
cable letter of credit, 
Standing of United State s banks 
abroad is good, therefore confirma-
tion is not requested, and 
Foreign banks consider confirma-
tion as something unusual. ~~ 
16 
A fourth is added by this v~iter: the stability and world-
wide acceptance of the United States dollar ·which has been 
11 as g ooli a s g old". Confirmation, therefore, by loc al banks 
-:r-r+ i;;: i .~/ ~e-a-rl /is not required by foreign exporters. 
Then, too, the fact that for 0i gn exporters usually 
reque st the irrevocable letter of credit has helped make it 
a cus tom and tradition in .America..n import financing. 
This study is concerned wi t h the use of one form 
of the letter of credit. Therefore, any fUrther references 
herein made to credit instruments such asjc omraercial documen-
tary credits, le tters of credit, the letter, the credit, or 
the instrument, will apply only to the irrevocabl e (uncon-
firmed) letter of credit . 
D. Fo~n and Content 
The letter of credit is, in exaggerated simplicity, 
a letter v:IT'it ten by a bank. It has no particular legal form, 
phraseology nor order in its items though its content has 
been standardized by use and practice. 
The letter is addressed to the foreign exporter, 
(,;; A c "G, F',·-r;& ;N . authoriz<~ him to draw drafts 
i'\ 
-h- 1, p. 357 
states the total 
17 
amount and the tenor of such drafts. The letter shows 
the account (importer) for vn1om the credit has been estab-
lished, the percentage of t h e invoice cost for which the 
d r a fts a r e to b e drawn, the c-oJ'l'ffil:od i t J! or merchandise in 
que stion, the p ort of emb ar k ation and t h e port to which 
,,.- · S. 
tib~dest ined, a nd the placing of the insurance res-
ponsibility (buyer or seller). The documents req1 ire d to 
r t..~ · ~.-- ,I<J c.;., 
accomp any t h e dra fts are liste d  the typ e and number of 
t he bills of l ading requir d, and to whose orde r t h ey are to 
be made O',lt. The issu ing bank r e qu ires that, u p on neg otia-
tion, the originals of the documents, including one negoti-
·n e: 7"~~ ·?'{ ,. ..,.i r;. ~ 
able copy of the bills of lading , be ~ directly by 
the negotiating bankers. Dating of the bills of lading and 
the drafts are specifically state d, ~~th the drafts to con-
t a in t he number, date a nd issuer of the letter of credit 
under which such drafts are dravm. A statement is made t hat 
t h e credit is subject to the "Uniform Cu stoms and Practice 
for Cow~ercial Documentar y Credi t s fixed by the Thirteenth 
Congr e ss of the Interna tional Chamber of Co~uerce," (see 
Append ix I, p.79) t h at as issuer, it agrees 11 v.rith the drawers, 
endorsers, and bona fide holders of bills drawn and negotiated 
in compliance with the terms of this credit that s a id bills 
will b e du l y honored on presentation at the counter of the 
above mentioned dra'''ee banlc," (see p •. 54) and, that the ere-
dit is irrevocable. 
E. Responsibilities of the Parties 
1. The Importer 
18 
It is a platitude that the importer's responsibi-
lity to provide his clients with quality goods at fair or 
competitive prices is a lso the only means by which he c an 
remain in business over the ~ 
tAlso, in order to maintain continuous and favorable 
relationships vnth foreign exporters, it behooves the import-
er to develop and maintain abroad his reputation for business 
integrity. Closely allied is the importance of having a res-
pectable credit stalling with his bank. 
The obligation of the importer to his bank in 
receiving credit is expressly liste d on the back (see pp .55, 
57) of the file copies of the letter of credit, one each 
being held by the bank and the importer. 
The imp orter agrees, by signing the bank copy , to 
s uch t erms as: 
1. Method, time and place of reimbu~sement 
2. Payment of a fixed commission, plus intere st 
where chargeable 
3. Recognition of title to shipment as resting 
\Vi th bank 
4. Assignment of handling of documents to the 
bank and its correspondent 
5. Honoring of dra fts by the bank under the terms 
of the credit 
19 
6. Recognition of changes which may r e sult from 
agreed modifications of the credit 
7. Assumption of risks of acts of a gents using 
the credit 
s. Assumption of acts necessary to cover legal 
requirements (such as i mport and export licens-
es and meeting government shipping regula-
tions) and adequate insurance to cover g oods 
9. Agreement to furnish on demand additional 
security or such other protection as the bank 
may require 
10. Understanding of non-waiver of rights by the 
bank unless the rights are expressly signed 
away (see reverse side, p. 55) 
2. The Issuing Ban_l{ 
Paragraph 1, Article 5 of the "Uniform Cus t oms 
and Practice for Commercial Documentary Credits Fixed by the 
Thirteenth Congress of the International Chamber of Connnerce 11 
(see Appendix I, p.79) contains the essence of the responsibi-
lity to the exporter of the issuing bank . The irrevocable cre-
dit is an unconditiona l oblig ation of the issuing bank to the 
beneficiary, or a bona fide holder as the case may be, to 
duly honor drafts drawn there under provided t h e drafts and 
documents comply with the terms and conditions of the credit. 
Al~ticle 9 fUrther states that for the importer, 
nbank s mu st examine all documents a nd papers with care so as 
20 
to ascertain that on the ir face they appe 101.r to be in order." 
(See Appendix I, p. 79) In other words, the bank is r e s p on-
sible to t he borrower (importer)for compliance by the export-
er with the terms and c ond itions stipulated in t h e letter of 
credit. 
Note t hat the p arties here concerned are dealing 
in documents, not goods. Banks do not examine merchandise 
to veri f y the qual ity , quantity, etc. in the sh ipping con-
tainers. "Banks c anno t assume responsibilities inconsis-
tent v:i th t h eir functions and ·.vi th the remuneration they 
receive. 11 -l:-
If the exporter me ets the conditions s pelled out 
in the credit, the openin g bank c annot cancel an irrevoca ble 
credi t. 
3. The Ne gotiating Bank 
The prime.ry r e s ponsibility of the negotiating 
bank , as 'Vi th the issuing bank, is to see that documentary 
r equirements of the credit are complied wi th by t he export-
er. It must check such document s as t he cormnercial invoice, 
c onsul ar invoice, insurance policy or certificate (if export-
er insures ), bill of lading etc., to s e e tha t they mee t the 
letter o f credit stipulati ons as to corre ct dates, quanti-
ties, qualities , and oth er specifically enumerated conditions. 
The negotiating bank is under no obligation to pur-
-ll- 9,p.4 
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chase the exporter's drafts. When it does, it does so volun-
t ari ly , ther eby becoming a 11negotiating 11 bank . -:~ The draft 
and all a ccompanying d ocuments are forwarded to t h e issu ing 
b a.n k (its corre s p ondent). 
4. The Ex porte r 
The for emost r e s p onsibility of the fore i gn ex -
p orter is bes t expre sse d in ter ms of character and integrity. 
His r e s ponsibility to t h e importe r is to scrupulously f ulfill 
t he provisi ons o f the s ale contra ct IYi th r e s pect to t h e g oods, 
H r..;-; ,-.;v ,:;.\, 
t he i r qu ality , quantity, pack ing , s h i pment etc • . , J2'n. observing 
I 
t:J NL· 
t he cond itions of the letter of credit, he deals in documents. ; , 
All t h ese may show satisfactory compli ance with the letter 
o f cr:Jdit conditions for purpos e s o f ban k payment, yet it 
ffr4-'l t+ 1:; ;; ;:. "f 
is possible :C.Q;p , m::-ta p a cketa nd sh ip -g ravel for pottery . 
Opera tion i n accordance with a ccepted standard s of law and 
eth ics is ess enti al, not only for h is ovm long-run welfare, 
b,, t f or world bu siness as a whole. 
5. Sunnai 'Y 
In t h e use of t h e lette r o f credit it is des i r able 
to have t he s ame re l ationsh i p b ebveen imp orte r and exporter 
as exists in t h e open account method of financing ; that is, 
to h a ve c ontinuous trust and f a ir dealing between the two 
p ax•ties. Bank ers ai d the financing by granting credit where 
it is x•e a sonable to assume tha t the importers and exporters 
will !!play the rules of the g a:me. 11 
* 2, p. 23 
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On the other hand , it must be noted that the in-
sistence, by an exporter, t h a t an i mporter finance by letter 
of credit, may stem from lack of confidence in t he i mporter's 
ability or willingness to pay. 
Perhaps it can b e philosophized, even at the cost 
of appearing trite or pedantic, that our economic civiliza-
tion demands ethical behavior from all business men--buyers, 
sellers, a gents, bankers--in order to expand world production 
and d istribution of g oods, with the resulting increase in 
social p roduct. The peculiarities of customs , differences 
in langua ges, insulation and separati on b y n a tional b ounda-
ries and distances, requ ire that the parties involved have 
trust and confidence in each other's performance. The letter 
o f credit itself is ru~ evidence of such mutual faith. 
III Definitions and Clarifications of Other Terms 
A. Novelty and Gift Merchandise 
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Imported novelty and giftware covers a multitude 
of items. Our 100 Leading Imports in 1949 lists some of 
the main divisions of t hi s broad grouping, according to the 
first one hundred (Table I) and the second one hundred (Table 
II) classifications ranked by their respective 1949 import 
values. Novelty and gift items would include pottery (No. 47), 
art works and antiques (No. 48), handkerchiefs (No. 70), i mi-
t at ion gem stones (No. 94), pearls and other precious and 
semiprecious stones, except diamonds (No. 126), toys (No. 146), 
beads, imita tion (No. 160), jewelry, except gold and platinum 
(No. 170), baskets and bags , wood (No. 172), artificial flo-
wers (No . 184), silk wearing apparel (No. 186), and fire-
crackers (No. 188). * 
The reader's recollection of the merchandise dis-
played in loc al gift and novelty sh ops will f urther indicate 
the great variety; decorative hand-made pottery from Holland, 
a glass iced-tea set from Czechoslovakia, wooden fi gurines 
of primitive gods from India, or wood-block prints from Japan. 
B. The Smail Importer 
The Amerrycon Importing Company, Boston, has been 
whOlesaling novelty and gift ware for the past three years. 
The proprietor majored in marketing at college and worked in 
a glassware wholes8.le concern for a year before starting his 
* 12, pp. 45-73, pp. 79-81 
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OM1 business three years ago. On imported items he has been 
operating primarily as a broker for a fe w large retailers, 
shipping merchandise to them diPectly from importers in Hew 
York . He also carries in stock , in Boston, a limited line 
of novelty items, pottery 2n d glassware and maintains a Bos-
ton shov~room and office as an opel"'ational base. One sales-
man covers the New England area . Except for orders filled 
directly by New ;tork importers, all shipments are made from 
his Boston stock. 
In the past year and a. half, he has bought four 
separ ate import shipments, each valued a.t less than $1000--
t ','fO shipments of hand-blown glass from Austria and two, of 
pottel"'Y from Japan. The Austrian glass·ware has been a good 
staple item. The Japanese pottery includes such interesting 
items as pieces of Oriental folk art which appeal to modern 
tastes in interior decorating. He plans to continue and some-
what expand these lines. 
The Importer's financial statement is as follows: 
Assets Liabilities 
Cash on deposit $5,750 Accounts Payable $6,000 
Deposit as collater- Accruals 2,000 
al under L/C 750 
Accounts Receivable s,ooo 
Inventory 5,500 
Furniture and Fixt. 1 2 000 Capital Account 10 1 000 
18,000 18,000 
The "Deposit as collateral under LjC" item repre-
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sents a $750 conting ent liability on t~o outstan d ing letters 
of c redit, totaling 1~1, 500, "~Hhich have been secured on a 
fift y percent margin. 
Accounts receivable are the usual short-term cre-
dit to customers. Customers are billed upon shipment, and 
regular t erms are net/30 d ays. A few cu stomers settle on 
a net/60 days basis. The growth of the accounts receivable 
to t hi s level has more or less paralleled that of the accounts 
payable. 
Inventory is carried only on merchandise c onsider-
ed "stap le" to t h is general l ine. The i mporter has devel oped 
and c arried in stocl{ such g oods as he be lieves will assure 
h i m a rapi d t urnover, assumin g that general business condi-
tions r emain at a reasonably h i gh a nd stable level. 
Account s p ayable r epresent purchase s of foreign 
g ood s from domestic sources 6f supply and shipped directly 
to the customer. Billing s to customers tend to match all 
increas e s in accounts payable wi th an equal increase in ac-
counts r e ceivable. These purchases from domestic sources 
(o ther i mport houses) are made on liberal terms, which per-
mi t Amerrycon to collect by the time its ovm bills fal l due. 
Accruals include taxes, rent and variou s oth er ex-
penses. The present c apital account of $10,000 has been 
expanded from an orig inal investment of $6,000 in 1949. 
Having some lmovrledg e of distribution methods a nd channels, 
the proprietor has progr e ssed steadily using essentially 
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rather conservative methods, i.e., avoiding speculative pur-
bhases. Korea bro·ught fluctuations in market prices as well 
a s in t he availability of some g oods. He feels, in re~ros­
pect, that at times he had been overly conservative in his 
oper a ti ons. On the other hand, however, the speculative 
r i s k s involved were very considerable. 
The firm's net working c apital position is ~~9, 000; 
tota l assets less fUrniture and fixtures leaves $17,000, less 
liabilities of $8,000. 
The proprietor hopes to expand his bu siness and 
place gr eater emphasis on buying for his own account; he 
woul d be come an import merchant (import and wholesale dis-
tributor) functioning as a buyer in for e ign markets and sell-
ing to dome stic wholesalers, distributors, and retailers. 
c. The Foreign Exporter 
The Oriental Exporter, Incorporated , is a Tokyo 
concern which has been exp orting since 1936. It has operated, 
simultaneously, an exclusive specialty store, the Oriental 
Shop , s elling fine gift merch andise on Tokyo's rrFifth Avenue~ 
The manag ement has concentrated in the past on selling 
Japanese novelties in the Americ an. market but, in the post-
war period there has been considerable consmne r r e sistance 
to " Iv!ade in Japan" goods. In 1950, the managing director of 
t h e firm and the export manager, while on a market survey 
tour o f the ma jor cities of the Unite d Sta tes, contacted the 
A.merrycon I mporting Company. Various discussions, then and 
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later, r e sulted in one $500 trial shipment or pottery, and 
a more recent ~~700 order. 
D. The I mporter's Bank (Issuing Bank) 
The International Bank or Boston is an old rinan-
ci al institution wtth many branches in the Bo s ton area . It's 
head orfice in downtown Boston houses its Foreign Division, 
which handles all international monetary transactions. 
The importer h a d utilized the deposit services o~ 
t his bank for some t en years p eior to entering business. 
The services of the forei gn division o~ t h e bank h ad been 
utilized only to the extent of buying lette~s of credit 
(100 percent margin ) on four completed i mports, and two 
cu r r en tly ou tstanding letters total ing ~1500 on which or~y 
a fift y percent mar g in had been required. In e a ch of these 
purch ases the fore i gn exporter h e.d r eques t e d cash v1ith order, 
or tha t an irrevocable letter be established in his favor. 
E. The Negotiating ~ 
The exporter vfill negotiate his dr aft with this 
ban k , understanding t h at it is a corre s p ondent of t he issu ing 
bank . A c opy of the credit opened in favor of the exp orter 
wi l l be s ent by the issu ing bank to the neg otiating bank , 
which wi l l then volunt arily negotiate the drafts draV'm by 
t h e s e ller on t he bas i s of the merits of the letter o f cre-
dit as an independent i nstrument o f the issuing bank . The 
negotia ting corre spondent for t he Interna tional Bank of 
Boston is t he Bank of Asia, Tokyo, Japan. 
IV The Need for I mport Financing 
A. The I mporter's Market 
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The above discussion described generally the 
opera tions of the Amerrycon Importing Company. We must 
n ow examine the p articular transaction in g r e ater detail. 
Recently , Amerry con 1 s clients hav e been inqu iring 
about Jap anese p aper· lante r ns for t h e summer-tourist t r ade. 
An inqu iry t o its present Japanes e supplie r, the Or iental, 
had r e sulte d in a s h i pment of s ample lante rns of variou s 
s i ~es, shap e s , qualiti e s a nd designs. The i mporte r ex amined 
t h e l o t an d decided to ma k e a market test on one t ype of 
plai n wh ite, neatly-ribbed rice-paper lantern. These paper 
lante rns are a substantial i mprovement ove r t h e flimsily 
c onstru cted, gaudily -colored pre war imports. Tbree size s 
e a ch (l a r ge, medium and s mall) of three differ e n t sh a p es 
(heart, c ylindrica l and oval) were ch osen and a sample sh ip-
ment of each was ordere d. 
The market inve stig ation involve d c h eck ing with 
k ey retail clients for cus tome r r e action to sample di splays. 
Tent ative prices were quote d b a sed on t he e x porter's qu ota-
tions. Cu stomer enthusiasm a nd r e s p onse wer e _mos t favorable, 
r e sulting in requ es t s a n d orders from these k ey retaile r s 
fo r i mmediate delive r y of six t y doZ.,en. 
Past e xperience indicate s that these retailers 
are representative of types of g oods distributed as we l l as 
of his entire clientele and that they would probably provide 
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but three or four percent of total volume on such an item. 
Further investigati on revealed that no Japanese 
paper lanterns had entered through New York for distribu-
t ion in this area since World War II. It also appeared 
that there existed an untapped market for their use as 
l i ghting f ixtures by modern and contemporary decorators. 
B. The I mport Negotiation u~th t he Exporter 
The fl~errycon I mporting Company believed it could 
import, a s a f irst order, a total of 600 dozen of t h e small, 
medium and l arge paper l anterns. Thi s quantity , being but 
10 t i ~es the amount alre ady requested by the few key retail-
ers, would s eem c onservative enough, if any credence is to 
be given to the results of the market test. 
On this basis, a reque st to the Japanese exporter 
.for t h e best C&F quotations brought the following ans ':ver: 
ORIENTAL EXPORTERS, INC. 
Tokyo, Japan 
January 10, 1953 
.~errycon I mporting Co. 
Boston, Mass. 
Gentlemen: 
We t hank you for your letter of 
December 20, 1952 with further inquiries 
on the paper lanterns (chochin). 
Our man in charge i mnediately 
made further investigations to the 
Tokai District vrt~ere our producers are 
located. After thoroughly going over 
all aspects of your request, we are 
happy to offer you our best C&F quo-
tations on the basis of your quantity 
lots. 
Sample Price Quantiti Total 
No. Size Per doz. (dozen Value 
A 1001 Small $5 .00 80 $ 400.00 
A 1002 Medium 6.00 80 480.00 
A 1003 Large ?.oo 80 560.00 
B 2001 Small 5.00 80 400.00 
B 2002 Medium 6. uo 80 480.00 
B 2003 Large 7.oo 80 560.00 
c 3001 Small 5.00 40 200.00 
c 3002 Medium 6.00 40 240.00 
c 3003 Large 7.00 40 280.00 
6oo $3600.00 
These prices are approximately 10% 
below our original estimate s. We feel 
t hat, in view of your efforts and your 
prospects for future orders, we C I?.Il make 
a special allowance to aid you in pro-
moting this line. 
As per your request, caution will 
be taken to see tha t the bamboo ribbing 
i:Yill be even and 'Nell finished sot h a t 
i t s skeleton structure will not sho~ 
irregularities throt~ the translucent 
paper. As you know, the quality of the 
rice paper used is especially suited 
to this type of folding lanterns. You 
can further rest assured that \'Ye '!.rill 
maintain quality as per the lantern s 
in our sample shipment to you. We shall 
obtain the certificate of inspe ction 
from the firm of International Inspec-
tors, Inc., selected by you . 
We hope you c en accept this very 
best offer. As vith previous orders 
from you, your acceptance of this offer 
accompanied by cash payment or by open-
ing an irrevocable letter of credit in 
our favor, will give us the go-ahead 
signal for starting production . Ship-
ment can be completed within two months 
after receipt of firm order. 
Yours truly, 
Export Manager 
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c. The Decision to Accept Offer 
1. The App-roval of the Offer 
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On the basis o f the late st quotations from the 
J apanese fi r m .Ame rrycon wished to immediately confirm his 
or d er. The price quotations of each item we r e better than 
had been anticipated on t h e basis of p reviou s ne goti a t i on s. 
2. The Merch and i s e 
Gai l y colore d J apane s e paper l anterns were on 
t h e American mar ke t before t h e last war bu t their qu ality 
on t h e whole h a d been p oor. Their pu rch ase by t he buy ing 
public h a d been primarily f or decorative use on sp ecial 
occ a sions. Once us e d t h e y we r e us u a l ly discarded. Accord-
ing l y en h asis had been on cos t , and not on qu ality ; low 
prices prev a iled, an d t h e accompany ing inferior g oods 
qu ite appropriately earned the e p ithet 11 cheap 11 • 
In contrast, the lante rn now under considera-
tion by the importe r was a quality -product, with specia l 
a d apt abil ity to novelty and functional use in gardens and 
home s . Plain white vlith bamboo ribbing, it shows up attract-
i v ely when l i ghte d electrical l y or. by candle. It h ad a l ways 
be en t h e t hought of t h e proprietor tha t a commodity sh ould 
sell itsel f . He r e then, was an artistic p iece of Ymrk 
';·rh.ich s ho ul d sell on its ovm merits. 
3 . The De l iver y Date 
From t h e e ffective date of the order the entir e 
lot is to be sh i pp ed with in t wo months. 
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4. The Method of Payment 
Let ters of credit have been previously utilized 
by the f irm. Amerrycon, lik e most new businesses, had been 
required to obtain its first letters by depositing a one 
hundred percent cash margin ; that is, "granting credit" on 
a fully secured ba sis. The bank had late r agreed to open 
two recent letters on the basis of a fifty percent margin. 
This vras done on the merit of the transaction and on the 
strength of Amerrycon's financial p ositi on. Such c a s h re-
quirements for i mporting merchandise had not been a problem 
due t o the small unit value of the purchases. However , 
payment for this pending order, either on a similar or a 
cash basis, would s eriou sly restrict the fi r m's cash posi-
tion and normal operations. 
D. The Imp orter's Problem 
The difficulty (fff financing an import shipment in 
the prop ose d amount ($3,600) wa s a new problem for the firm. 
A cash payment (bank draft sent to seller) meant dep leting 
the cash account. Such a disbursement would require an 
i mmediate bank loan to replenish the cash positi on to the 
level where it would b e possible to carry on usual business 
op erat ions. Accounts receivable (totaling $5,000) over the 
next sixty days conld not be tapp ed prior to their maturity 
dates. 
With a working c apital position of nine thousand 
dollars ( $9,000), the proprietor wanted to investi gate the 
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possibilities of obtaining the letter of credit without 
having to provide either one hundred, or fifty percent se-
curity in the form of a cash deposit. He took his new prob-
lem to his b ank , the Interna tional Bank of Boston. It was 
hi s firs t a ttemp t to explain t o a banker a relatively size-
able b u siness proposition which, for the bank, required 
g re a t c a re and consideration. 
V Counsel and Other Se rvices Offered Importer by 
the Bank 
A. Methods of Financing 
1. The Direct Loan 
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In ansvve r to questions about methods of financing 
the importer was informed of t wo me thods he mi ght u se. 
~ irst was a direct loan. A short-term loan would allow him 
to pay c ash with his order. A ninety to one hundred t wenty-
day loan would cost about six percent per annum, in interest 
pl us fees, the exact rate depending upon the result of a 
credit investigation by the bank. For a one hundred t wenty-
d ay loan, then, the interest cost alone of borro'!.oing three 
thousand six hundred dollars would be approximately seventy 
t wo d ollars. 
However, direct borro¥dng does not lend itself to 
import financing. In the first place, it is not necessary 
to make pre-payments abroad. Secondly, and most obviously, 
this is a fore i gn transaction. 
2. The Irrevocable Letter of Credit 
The second method was the irrevocable letter of 
credit, which had previously been utilized on both a fully 
and partially secured basis. Under this arrangement an 
account would be opened by the bank for the foreign export-
er wh o could dra1:!T immediately upon making the shipment. 
Practically, this would amount to a cash payment to the ex-
porter if he met the agreed-upon terms of t he contract 
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(upon shipment of goods), expressed as document ary require-
ments of the letter of credit. 
The exporter, then, is able to obtain spot cash 
by negotiating his documentary draft in his O\~ country. 
The importer is not required to put up any money until the 
draft , with d ocuments of shipment and title to the goods, 
arrives at the Boston bank. 
Unde r this method , the documents of title to the 
g oods shipped are delivered to the bank, and in all pro-
bability , can serve as a greater part of the s e curity for 
b ank credit extended and utilized. 
The cost of financing vrou ld start from the time 
the f oreign correspondent bank negotiated the d ollar draft 
dra·wn under the letter of cre dit. 'rhis means that for the 
t wo month s time r equired to get off the shipment, no inter-
est cost would be borne by the i mporter, as in t h e case of 
a direct loan (and cash accompanying the order). His financ-
ing cost, based on intere st charges, does not begin until 
t h e exporter draws on the account. 
The credit opening rate de pends upon s uch ~actors 
surrounding the particular case as the dollar value involved, 
the f inancial standing, business ability and background of 
the firm, the ··rork involved, and the merit of the transaction. 
The commission rate for opening the credit is one fourth of 
one percent, or a minimum of ten dollar s. # Charges are not 
# The minimum charg e varies with the b anks . Many set .: 15 
at the lo 1er limit. 
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quoted until the bank makes an investigation. 
The overall picture of the cos t of financing 
shows the letter of credit to be less expensive t han t h e 
direct loan. 
B. The Irrevocable Letter of Credit Adaptable to Needs 
1. Lovv Cost 
Thus, t he bank brought out the points and the 
reasons that made the letter of credit the cheaper method 
of f inancing . Even assum .. i..ng equal rates, the time involved 
f or computing interest ch arges would be less under the letter 
o f credit . This way, the i mporter does no t finance the 
pr oduction, collection, packing, delivering, and other 
st age s prior to actual sh i pment. In the event of partial 
sh ipments, he util:tzes only such credit amounts as a r e 
evidenced in each part. These factors alone make the use 
of the letter of credit especially attractive to a buyer 
of bank credit. 
2. Supplements I mporter 1 s Worldng Capital 
A most i mportant and vital factor t o the import-
er is the effect on his credit standing . The i mporter , when 
he malces cash payr!lent v1ith his order to the for e i gn sh i pper , 
loses just t hat much of his work ing c apital fr om the time he 
makes pa:sn.nen t until such time as the good s or t he sh ipping 
doc J.men t s o f title a ctually come into hi s hands . A f ore ign 
exporter's receipt for payment of goods is actually of 
. ·' 
little val ue to one foreign to the r elations of t h e initial 
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p arties. The importer, the r efore, depletes h is a s se ts a nd 
lowers his esta blished credit line by such pre-payment with 
c a s h or borrowed f tmds. 
On the other hand an importer vvho obtains a letter 
of credit, even a t a margin, s ay of fifty percent, is able 
to ma k e a purchas e of t wice t h e amount he himself puts up. 
Wh ile the credit is not used by the foreign e xporter the 
i mporter's collateral deposit is accountable as an asset. 
·v1Jhen it is used, the shipment of the import purchase , evi-
·lenced by do cuments of title, assures t hat hi s current 
a ssets ( an d worldng capital) are not only not decrea sed by 
t h e supplier's receipt of payment abroad, but ln s current 
asse ts are actually augmented by the additional credit of 
the bank. 
3. Prot ects Importer 
Under t hese documentary credits, the importer 
has t h e advantage of assur ance that the exporter mee ts the 
conditions r e quired by the importer before he is able to 
r e ceive payment. Payment is only made by the issuing bank 
on the basis of documents evidencing g ood faith and perfor-
mance by the exporter, there by g iving the i mporter added 
protection. In other words , by t h e use of the letter of 
credit, t h e i mporter c an again s p ell out the terms of the 
purchase a greement and thereby strengthen his origina l con-
tract. 
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4. Accomodates Exporter 
The nee ds of the f o re i gn exporte r are s a tis fac-
torily me t by the use of the i rrevocable le tte r of cre dit. 
His primar y concern is to receive prompt payment for the 
goods he sh ips. vVhen he receives the irrevocable letter of 
credit of t he issuing maeric an b ru~k , h e is more t han r eason-
ably assured t h at payment will be effected a.nd c a n proceed 
to me et the condi tions of h is sale contract. Further , he 
is dealing in dollar s , and no internal depre ciation by the 
exporter's country will adversely affect h is receipts. # 
c. Investigation of the Exporter's Credit Standing 
The importer further learned of the re a l s ervice 
performed by the bank in investig at i n g t h e export er' s cre dit 
and performance rating . Banks , s eek ing to p r ote c t the i r O\T.n 
interests, provide t h is service to the importer as addition-
al i mporter "protection'' at no extra charge. Tha t t h is is 
one of the r e al risk s for t he bank as well a s for the import-
er needs no emphasis. 
The banker i mmediately re~1ested informa tion from 
t h e credit division on available da t a for the Oriental Ex-
p orters , I n c. In a matter of a fe w minu t es , a messe n ger 
presented a folder on the Japanese firm. 
# Of course, current exchange control requirements in many 
countries require exporters to remit all d ollars earned 
to the local exchan g e auth orities, often at the exchang e 
considerably below 11 black11 market rates. Obviously , the 
letter of credit cannot provide any guarantee against 
such mi sfortunes. 
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Various credit investigations by su ch concerns 
a s Dun and Bradstreet, the National City Bank of New York 
and the Chase National Bank , dating from the mi ddle 1930's 
were filed in chronological order. Prewar reports wer e 
good and the more i mportant postwar investigations sh owed 
the f irm in very favorable light. 
Happily for the importer, the banker's approval 
of t1e exporter was given without delay. 
Havins; decided to us e the letter of credit, 
Junerrycon then r e quested t h e bank to establish his credit 
pos i tion in order th t a letter of credit mi ght be opened 
f or h i s account. 
VI Establishment of the Line of Credit 
A. Evaluation of Risk .£y the Bank 
1. Character, Capital, Capacit:y: 
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Since banks are strictly in the business of 
financing , i t is understandable that their main concern 
is in repaymen t of loans. A be.nk's opinion as to whether 
a firm \rll l be able to repay funds advanced is primarily 
determined by analysis of the firm's manag ement, past per-
formance, and financial statement. 
A present small importer may be a sizeable import-
e r in t he future. Looking at the long-run, b anks attach 
great import 2nce to character. Even if financially c apable, 
his ethics may make him unreliable. Character therefore , is 
a most i mportant consideration to baru{s. In addition to 
personal contacts, character is usually dete~ained from 
credit standing based on past performance. Locally, no 
difficulty was encountered. Local agencies and Dun and 
Bradstreet gave sufficiently satisfa ctory reports. 
Cap acity to pay is best shown by a firm's balance 
sheet. ~Lis one (p. 24) shows a current ratio oz more than 
two-to-one. This measure of the firm's liquidity p osition 
is important from the standpoint of a current creditor. 
Seeing a net working capital position of nine thousand 
dollars the banker decided that a credit grant of thirty 
six hundred dollars left an adequate margin. 
The amount of equity funds invested in the business 
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is i mportant only as a last resort. Forei gn trade is un-
pr edicta ble and requires creditors to give more attention 
to security than in domestic credit. Amerrycon had a con-
servative record of operation. Its three-year expansion 
of net worth from six to t en thousand dollars ·was reassur-
ing to the bank. 
2. The Commodity 
a. Mark et Conditions 
Japanese paper lanterns had not been import-
ed and distributed in this are a since the war, a favor-
able consideration. Also encouraging were consumer 
requ ests for such lanterns and the standing orders 
from the retailers through ·whom the 11 market surveys 11 
(see p. 28) had been conducted. The quality a ppeal 
of t h is merchandise was also considerable. 
Also, these lanterns h a d a ppeal from the novel, 
artistic, and functional view points. Current trends 
in home furnishings give additional corroboration of 
the market potential of this merchandise. 
b. Collateral Value 
The collateral value for merch andise such as 
this de pends primarily on the existing demand for the 
g oods. The collateral v a lue is i mportant to the banks 
in t h e unlikely event of failure of the i mporter to 
pay. The b ank s must then be able to turn t h e good s 
into cash on the b a sis of its title to the merchandise. 
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The bank felt quite sure of the market for this conmo-
dity on the basis of its ovm investigation. 
3. Conditions in the Particular Field 
The novelty and gift merchandise industry has 
enjoyed its share of recent g ood business conditions. 
Current sales are still post-war highs. No substantial 
slackening is forecast for the field, unless a rather g eneral 
recession develops. 
4. General Conditions 
The bank's business forecasts of economic activi-
t y for the balance of the year corresp onded closely with 
other published surveys. National income and purchasing 
power are to remain high; federal expenditure s are to con-
tinue for the in~ediate future. In spite of a recognized 
need for greater promotional effort, optimism is the key-
note of current business expectation. 
For example, the Monthly Letter -;:- of the Nation-
al City Bank of New York summarized c urrent c onditions thus: 
For t h e previous month, business indices have remained at 
high levels. Heavy industries are operating at close to 
capacity, automobile and other consumer durable g oods show 
high schedules of output, and steel mills are maintaining 
production at peak levels. Employment and personal incomes 
are at post '.var highs with soft goods industries "bu s y , al-
though they are not under as much pressure." January re-
~~ 36, p. 1 
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tail sales show a gain of 10 percent above that for a 
year ago. It is expected the_t February VJill likevrise 
s h o vf higher s ales as compared to a year ago. The gener-
al outlook for the rest of 1953 is g ood. 
5. Bank's Credit-Loan Position 
Bank credit is commonly spoken of as "easy" 
or "tight" at any one time. When tight, b a nkers charac-
teristically state tha t they are "loaned up", becoming 
more selective in evaluating credit risks. 
At the point of time in question, banks had been 
tend ing to "draw in 11 some ~ovhat, but Amerrycon's proposition 
·wa s g ood enough to warrant consideration despite this 
r e strictive trend. 
B. Establishing Credit 
1. Formal Line of Bank Credit 
A 11 line of credit" indica t e s "the extent to which 
a bank will g ive a cu stomer money do ':m in exchange for his 
promise to repay it at a later date." -l:-
Such a line is ordinarily established only a fter 
a thorough investigation, and An1errycon 1 s case was no excep-
tion. The bank's previous experience with the company had 
been of two distinct types. The first had involved the 
issusnce of two letters of credit on a fully secured basis, 
since newly organized business has little credit p otential 
at any bank . The bank s ubsequently granted t wo more import 
* 2, p. 7 
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letters of credi t with fif'ty percent security, contingent 
on the company maintaining an average deposit balance vrell 
above the small credit extended. No granting of' a formal 
line of' credit had been considered though the bank felt 
t hat Amerrycon cou~d develop into a Solmd borroYving customer. 
To evaluate this application the bank considered 
many f'ac t ors including ou tstanding debts, the bank's ex-
perience 'tii th the importer, and the Cl"edi t standing and 
performance of the exporter. It prepared 11 offeringu slips # 
containing the following data: 
a. Exchange purchased 
b. Obligations discounted 
c. Outstanding loans to importer, ru~d 
d. Average balance carried with the bank. 
A summary of' the information obtained follows 
below: 
.Amerrycon had purchased two "dollars-letters" 
of credit (currently outstanding totaling $1500, as noted 
previously (t=~~e p. 25). A contingent liability exists 
until shipment of the goods and negoti a tion o f the draft, 
at vh."'lich time the entire runount of the credits used be comes 
a direct liability. 
No d iscount obligations exist and no loans are 
outstanding. For the past year an average balance of five 
# An internal procedure facilitating evaluation o f credit. 
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thou sand dollars ($5,000) cash deposit has been maintained, 
tending to vary inversely with the size of accounts receiv-
able and directly v.d th e.ccounts payable. 
On the basi s of these data, together 1wl th the pre-
viou sly mentioned {see pp . 23-26) information, Amerrycon was 
gr e.nted a formal line of credit of fifty percent of its net 
working capital position, or $4,500. 
2. The Bank 's Int ernal Guidance Line 
Aside from the formal line, the bank established 
a so-called internal guidance line for its officials. This 
is an estimate of the total amount that can safely be grant-
ed to this customer a t any time. 
The formal line, ther efore is that credit ;hich 
the banl{ openly extends to the customer, vThe :-eas, the in-
ternal guidance line is a confidential matter. In this 
c a s -a , it was set at the full net worldng capital of $9,000. 
Periodic review for revaluation and adjustment of the inter-
nal guidance l ine is customary. Customers of excellent 
repute and long standing may be granted the guidance line 
a s thei r formal line. 
7 
\ 
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VII Application for the Irrevocable Letter of Credit 
A. The Requisition Form 
The imp orter was given the application form. for 
t h e Commercial Letter of Credit (see p. 47) b y the Boston 
bank , vii th instructions t h a t the conditions specified in the 
letter should not be too involved nor the documents requ ir-
ed, of an unusual nature. Banks deal in documents, not the 
go ods themselves, and t h e verific a tion of such details as 
s pe cific.Sttions, qualities, and quantities, is not their 
responsibility. 
The importer, in the application form, must in-
clude all matters pertinent to his purchase agreement. The 
irrevocable feature of this credit requires that it be most 
c arefully dra~m. Changes tend to be time consuming because 
con s en t must be granted by all parties concerned. Necess ary 
correspondence and cable costs must be borne by the i mport-
er, as v:ell a s the extra bank commission for issuance of a 
revised letter when necessary. 
B. Completing the Form 
The form submitted by .~errycon reflects his 
financing needs and his terms of purchase. The essence of 
the data supplied is underlined below. 
1. ~ of Letter 
A letter in form, the application is addressed 
to the bank, requesting the opening of an air mail irrevo-
cable letter of credit in favor of the Oriental Exporters, 
APPLICATION FOR co~WE¥At LETTER OF CREDif7 
TH~!J ~NT'""RlJATION.t'\.L BA:Nl<:: OF BOSTON 
ro : T-fffi-~~SOF- #A:-H8N Ab -:BANK -8-F- -Sos&f8:H 
w67-~""*"~'f'~'FJ BosToN 6, MAssACHUSETTS D ATE ..... Jan .•...... 2.6. .. , ..... 1.9.5 .. 3. .. _____________ -····-·············· 
~ 
Please open by air mail 
~ltbk 
(' 3600 an irrevocable letter of credit for .P ........ ............................................................................................ .. 
(Amount) 
)rafts are to be drawn at___ __ :::'_ .. _:::' ______ -:-:-____ .. ::: .... ::: ......... . ___ ::: ...... :: ..... ::: ....... :: ..... sight, and are to cover.. ... l.QQfL ......................... ___________________ ..invoice cost 
(Full or Percentage) 
::ommodity : ......... <1..9.-.P..~:t?:~ .. l?.~ ___ f_~.P.~_:r:> ____ J,ftP..:t .. ~;b~.e ..................................................................................................................................................................... .................... .. 
(Please limit description to essential details) 
' 
···············----····---··········· ----····· ··------------····················--·-··-·························-···--··················-································-··· ····---·························-----------················ ···················-········----·- -------· ···············----------·-
:hi pmen t : F rom. ....... W.?-gQy9.,_, ______ J._;?.,}?._an ..................................................... T o ........ B..O..$.t.o.n.,. ..... M.a.s .. s .............................................................................................. .. 
Jartial Shipments .... no.t ....... Permitted Terms D CIF E9 C & F 0 FOB -- -~.Q.§_to.n ...................................................... .. 
(Place) 
nsurance is to be effected by .... B!JY:I'?..r .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. 
(State whether by ·Buyer or by Shipper and if to include war and mine risks) 
~ills of Lading must be dated on or before ........... A.p.ril .... l_, ..... l.9.5 .. 3 .................................................................................................................................................. . 
)rafts must be drawn and presented or negotiated on or before ---~P..~-~!.: ..... ~-~-'----·!:·~-~--~------·--·-------------···--·--·· ------------··· ·--···· ···---·· --·----··------------· 
The following documents must accompany the drafts at the time of negotiation: 
X Commercial Invoices 
X Consular Invoices 
Insurance Certificates or Policies (If insurance is ,eff~d by Shippert,,. II T_I_ Q"TA- BA1-lr 0 ~"' D QCI mo -J i'.J:-1.!:'.; INTER!u 1. - 11; L .. 'l \. 1:' .u 01 11 
X On Board O cean }Bills of. Ladin:~ to the,2rder of 'f'rt~r-F~N'7\TrnN~B~ffll""BCJSTON" DAT_,_, D ON OR BEFO 
.f)!-~~-&- Aprll 1., 195o 
C erti fj,_Q_?c_t~ of' J_:ppp_~_Q_t.:L.9n J By __ Tnt. l ns.pl'?. c.t .o.r.s. _____ In • ) 
Certificate of Orig in 
P a <? 1?:~~~ 1 i s t ___ ··--·-·······--··· ..... ... .. _ __ _ ______ _ ___ _ ________ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..... 
Specify any other documents tbat may 
be required, such as Health Certificate, 
Sanitary Certificate, etc. 
;pecial Instructions: 
In addition to the usual copy of the Letter of Credit, please prepare .................. additional copies. 
In consideration of your opening such credit, I /we hereby agree to sign and deliver to you an agreement for the credit in 
h.e form now used by you, the provisions of which are agreed to as defining your rights and my/ our obligations. 
FoR BANK UsE ONLY 
Cable thru ...... -·----------·--··--·----·--· A.TvPRRYCOl'J D :lP OHTING COMPANY 
Drawee Bank .. 
Commission ................. . ____ Approved by ______ ---------------------------------- ___ .. .. ...................... :AuiiioR:!iiii .. srGN-.Aiu'Ri .......................... ------------------· 
Drafts under The ~~~t'i..£tli1£.~~-B£1J2eQ~@I\re also payable at 
628 First of Boston International Corporation, New York, at the option of the beneficiaries. 
Inc., Tokyo, Japan. 
2. Tenor of Draft 
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Drafts ar e to be dra1vn at sight to cover one 
hundred ~rcent of invoice cos t not later thsn April 15, 
1953 . Tnis meets the prices a greed upon for cash on deli-
v e ry terms and g ives the exporter sufficient time to pre-
sen t his document s after the g oods have been shipped. 
3. Commodity 
The banl{ had cautioned. orally and had specifical-
l y note d i n the applic a tion that no detailed descriptions 
or specifications should be included. Hence, the descrip-
tion of the goods as simply Japanese p_aper lanterns. 
4 . Shipment 
The origin and destination are sho1vn as Nagoya, 
Japan and Boston, Massachusetts, respectively. Terms of 
the transaction are C&F--cost of goods and frei ght to b e 
included i n quoted prices;-v.rith insurance provided by the 
buyer . Partial sh ipments are not permitted and the import-
er desire s to have t he shipment arrive \\rithin two months. 
Bills of lading must be dated on or before .A"0:;:-il 1, 1953 
in orde r to supply the summer trade. The bills of lading 
are t o b e on board ocean and to the order of the Internation-
al Bank of Bo ston. 
5. Documents 
Documents to accompany the drafts at the time of 
ne gotiation are: 
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a. Commercial Invoices 
b. Packing List 
c. Consnlar Invoices 
d. On Board Ocean Bills of Lading 
e. Certificate of Inspection Issued £y Inter-
national Inspectors, Inc. 
6. Special Instructions 
No special instru ctions are considered necess ary . 
7. Oblig ation of the Importer 
I 
' The importer agrees to sign and deliver to the 
b ank 11 a n a greeme J t for the cre dit in the :form now used by 
y ou, the provisions of which are agreed to as defining yov~ 
righ ts and my/oUJ.' obligations 11 , as printed on the app lica-
tion form (see p~ 47). 
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VIII The Issuance of the Irrevocable Letter of Credit 
A. The Appli c ation Form ~ ~ Basis for the Letter 
Some banks refer to this as the Application and 
Agreement Form (see Exhibit A, p.47) because it al so binds 
the buyer . vfuen signed by the i mporter, this document 
(consent to abide by his bank~s rules) was the basis on 
v1hich the bank opened the credit and filled in the deta ils 
of t h e letter of credit. For emphasis we repeat that the 
bank is not a party to the imp ort contract and probably 
would not know any terms or conditions other than those in 
t he a . plic a tion. 
The letter of credit, therefore, is an independent 
instrument issue d by one not a party to the c ontract . As 
one banker put it, it stands "on its ovm feet and is guided 
by its o •m terms, ,,vhether or not these in fact reflect the 
contract. 11 ~~ In othe P 'mrds the issuing banl{ consider s only 
the da t a ~iven in the application and is no t bound by other 
de t a ils of the contract of sale. 
However, the Federal Reserve Bulletin of October, 
1921 emphasized that , "in one way, the interest o f the im-
porter is safeguarded by a formal application, as this docu-
ment presents definitely the conditions which the bank must 
observe in issu ing the credit and in paying the drafts 
dravm by t h e exporter • 11 -:H:-
·:~ 8,p.4 
~~~'" 11' p . ll 71 
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B. Issuing the Letter of Credit 
The ter~s an d conditions of the irrevocable 
letter of credit vvere (see p. 47) outlined in the application. 
In this case, Amerrycon completed the specific items re-
qu i r ed on the form currently in use. In defining the 
lette r (see pp. 10-22), general information on contents wa s 
a lso ~iven. Although it may involve some repetition, the 
items on t he instrument here used (see pp. 46-49) are enu-
merated below. 
The departmental cre dit nmnber and data are at 
the top . The letter is a ddressed to the beneficiary, the 
Oriental Exporters, Inc., Tokyo, Japan and au thorizes t h e 
exporte r to draw drafts upon the issu ing banlc. 
Instructions to the exporter (and to the negotiating 
bank) are: a) the tenor of the draft is 11 sightu, b) for 
f~3600, c) for the importer's account, d) for one hundred 
p ercent of invoice cost of Jap anese paper lanterns, e) to 
be sh i pped from Nagoya, Japan, to Boston, Massachusetts. 
For n e gotiation the drafts must be accompanied by: 
a. Invoices in duplicate 
b. Consular invoices in duplicate 
c. A full set of clean 11 0n Board11 steamship 
bills of lading made to the order of the 
Interna tional Baruc of Boston 
d. Certificate of Inspection (by Internation-
al Inspectors, Inc.) in duplicate 
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e. Packing list in duplicate 
The issuing bank require d that the originals of 
the documents listed above , including one negotiable copy 
of the bills of lading , be sent by the negotiating bank 11by 
first mail and a signed statement of such negotiating ba.TJ.k-
ers enumerating the documents that have been so sent must 
be attached to the dra fts, together with all remaining 
document s." (See Exhibit B, p. 54.) 
The dating of the bills of lading (date goods 
ar e loaded on ·boar d steamship) was req1.1.ired to be on or 
be f ore April 1, 1953, and t h e dra fts, to be drawn on or 
before April 15, 1953. Also, there was t o b e placed on the 
f ace of the draft, the letter of credit number, the name of 
the issuing banlr , and the date of' issuance. Because the 
maj or banlrs in the Uni ted States abide by the "Uniform 
Customs and Pr actice for Commercial Documenta r y Credits 
Fixed by the TI1irteenth Congress of the Internati onal 
Chamber of Corrnnerce," (see p. 54) this is stated on the 
credit instrument. 
Finally, the statement of irrevocability; that 
draf'ts properly drawn will be honored on presentation at 
the International Bank of Boston. 
This letter is issued in quadruplicate. The 
ori ginal is transmitted by air-mail directly to Oriental 
in Tokyo . At the same time, an inf'ormation copy of the 
letter is sent to the negotiating bank , the Bank of Asia, 
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Tokyo (see Exl~ibit E, p.58 ). The issu ing bank's file copy 
(s e e Exhibit C, p . 55 ), containing on its reve rse side # 
the statement of b ank 's rights and the importer's obligati on~ , 
is signed by the importer. The client's copy (see Exhibit D, 
p . 57 ) containing the s ame data as the b ank 's copy, is for-
warded to t he importer . 
# Some bank s u se a sep arate f orm f or this purpose alone. 
Exhibit B ---: . -
THE INTK NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON 
FOREIGN 
DIVISION 
:Etffi:F~N!§§~~~~i5i=Heinii 
CREDIT No. 129-$~ 
BOSTON 6, MASSACHUSETTS, U. 8. A. 
-- . 
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CABLE AnDRESS: 
~&Sfiilf!P-J?.ee.p~' 
ORIENTAL EXP ORTERS, INc. 
Tokyo, Japan DAH Feb. 2, 1953 
DEAR SIRs: 
WE HEREBY AuTHoRrzE You To DRAw oN us 
AT ----------------------------------- SIGHT FOR ANY SUM OR SUMS NOT EXCEEDING IN TOTAL 
FOR ,\CCOUN T OF THE A1ffiRRYCON I MP ORTING CO., BOSTON, MASS. 
rNvorcE cosT oF Japanese Paper Lanterns FOR 100% 
To BE sHIPPED FRoM Nagoya, Japan ·ro Boston, Mass • 
INSURANCE TO BE EFFECTED BY THE .AMERRYCON IIV£PORTING co. 
DRAFTS WHEN PRESENTED FOR NEGOTIATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY; 
X INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
X CoNsuLAR INVOICEs IN DUPLICATE 
INSURANCE POLICIES OR CERTIFICATES IN DUPLICATE COVERING NOT LESS THAN INVOICE COST (THESE DOCUMENTS 
ARE REQUIRED ONLY IF INSURAN CE IS TO BE EFFECTED BY SHIPPER) 
X A FULL sET (NoT LEss THAN 2j2) o F cLEAN On Board STEAMsHIP oR 
..MQ;Il,QIW.ll.P.J3ILLs oF LADING, MADE To THE oRDER oF THE INTERNATIONAL BANK oF BOS Ton , 
Boston, Mass. 
X Certificate of Inspection (Issued by International Inspectors, Inc.) 
X Packing List 
THE ORIGINALS OF THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED HEREIN, INCLUDING ONE NEGOTIABLE COPY OF THE BILLS OF LADING, 
MUST BE SENT BY NEGOTIATING BANKERS DIRECT TO THE INTERNATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON 
BY FIRST MAIL AND A SIGNED STA'rEMENT Olo' SUCH NEGOTIATING BANKERS ENU:&IERATING THE DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN 
SO SENT MUST BE ATTACHED TO THE DRAFTS, TOGETHER WITH ALL REMAINING DOCUMENTS. 
BILLS OF L ADING MUS'l' BE DATED ON OR BEFORE .April 1' 1953 AND DRAFTS 
MUST BE DRAWN ON OR BEFORE April 15, 1953 . EACH DRAFT HEREUNDER MUST BE ENDORSED 
ON THE REVERSE OF THIS CREDIT. EACH DRAFT MUST BEAR UPON ITS FACE THE CLAUSE "DRAWN UNDER CREDIT 
No. 12345 DATED February 2, 1953 OF .:r.a&.FJ.~~~ON~~i;...()8.~0i~}J, 
THE INTERNA~I6MAL BANK OF BOSTON , .BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. " 
ExCEPT SO FAR AS OTHE RWISE EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN, THIS CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE "UNIFORM CUSTOMS 
AND PRACTICE Fon CoMMERCIAL DocuMENTARY CREDITS FIXED BY THE THIRTEENTH CoNGREss oF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CHAMBER oF CoMMERCE." 
WE HEREBY AGREE WITH THE DRAWERS, ENDORSERS, AND BONA F IDE HOLDERS OF BILLS DRAWN AND NEGOTIATED IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE TERMS OF 'rHIS CREDIT THAT SAID BILLS WILL BE DULY HONORED ON PRESENTATION AT THE COUNTER 
OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED DRAWEE BANK. 
D-11 81A 
THIS CREDIT IS IRREVOCABLE 
VERY TRULY YOURS 
ASSISTANT VICE·PRESIDENT 
MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
~=~=~~=~~~=~~Q;I'=~~g~ 
THE I NTERNATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON 
MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
ASSISTANT MANAQER FOREIGN DIVISION 
ENDORSEMENTS OF DRAFTS. DRAWN: --
.. 
AMOUNT 
DATE NEGOTIATED BY IN WORDS IN FIGURES 
~ I~ ;'JS"i A, J ~ r11 au·~ ~~ :JL·~L &u L~~L /JIJ . .~ ~- ¥ $.6t? £) !}_ , ! , # II I 
. 
- -
. - . 
. . 
.. -· 
, 
-
.. 
.. 
-
. . 
.. _ 
THIS LETTER OF CREDIT SHOULD BE CANCELLED AND ATTACHED TO THE LAST DRAF1 
Exhibi t c 5 5 
FOli.EIGN 
DIVISION 
THE I NTB RNAT I ONA L BANX O F BOS '"rON -.T~E=F=~=N:t\~I:a~lir=&W*::eF=Basro:s CABLE AnDRESS: 
CREDIT No.l2345 
ORT'~:NTAL EXP ORTE-::tS , 
Tok y o , J a pan 
DEAR Sma : 
"MAssNAT BosToN" 
BosToN 6, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S. A. 
I N C . DATE Feb . 2 , 1953 
WE HEREBY AUTHORIZE YOU TO DRAW ON 
AT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -SIGHT FOR ANY SUM OR SUMS NOT EXCEEDING IN TOTAL 
F OR ACCOUNT OF 
F OR 100% 
T BJ3:: .AlliERRYC O N I M PORTING CO., BO S TO N , N'"LASS 
INvoicE cosT oF J ap a nes e Paper L anterns 
To BE sHIPP ED .!<'RoM N a g oya , J apan ToB oston , M a ss. 
INSURANCE TO BE EFFECTED BY T H E M !lER:qY CO N I M PORTING co. 
DRAF'T S W HEN PRESENTED FOR NEGOTIATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY: 
X INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
X CoNSULAR INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
I NSURAN CE POLICIES OR CERTIF ICATES IN DUPLICATE COVERING NOT LESS THAN INVOICE COST (THESE DOCUMENTS 
ARE R E QUIRED ONLY IF INSURAN CE IS TO BE EFFECTED BY SHIPPER) 
X A FULL sET (NoT LEss THAN 212) oF cLEAN O n B o .9rd STEAMSHIP OR 
M-I:ITCJm!HIP BILLS OF LADING, MADE TO THE ORDER OF THE I N T ERNATI ONAL B ANK OF BOSTON 
X Certifi c ate of I nspe c t i on 
X P a c k ing List 
B o ston , Mass . 
(Is s u e d by Interna tional Inspe c tor I n c.) 
THE ORIGINALS OF THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED HEREIN, INCLUDING ONE NEGOTIABLE COPY OF THE BILLS OF LADIN U, 
M UST BE SE NT BY N E GOTIATING BANKERS DIRECT TO THE INTERNATION AL BANK 0 F B O STON 
BY F IRST MAIL AND A SIGNED STATEMENT OF SUCH NEGOTIATING BANKERS ENUMERATING THE DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN 
SO SENT M UST DE ATTACHED TO THE DRAFTS, TOGETHER WITH ALL REMAINING DOCUMENTS, 
BILLs oF LADING 11msT BE DATED oN oR BEFoRE April 1 , 1953 AND DRAFTs 
MUST BE DRAWN ON OR BEFORE Apr i l 15' 1 953 • EACH DRAFT HEREUNDER MUST BE ENDORSED 
ON THE REVERSE · OF THIS CREDIT. EACH DRAFT MUST BEAR UPON ITS FACE THE CLAUSE "DRAWN UNDER CREDIT 
No. 12345 DATED Feb . 2 , 1 953 oF 'FHE-¥:.~-)lA~WN-.A.J..~Oi'~ON, -
BosToN, MAsSACHUsETTs." T HE Il\J T .DRNA TION A L B ANK OF BOSTON 
E XCE PT SO FAR AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN, THIS CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE "UNIFORM CUSTOMS 
AND PRACTICE FOR CoMMERCIAL DocUMENTARY CREDITs FIXED BY THE THIRTEENTH CoNGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
C HAMBER o F CoMMERCE." 
WE HEREBY AGREE WITH THE DRAWERS, ENDORSERS, AND BONA FIDE HOLDERS OF BILLS DRAWN AND NEGOTIATED IN 
CO!IlPLIANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THIS CREDIT THAT SAID BILLS WILL BE DULY HONORED ON PRESENTATION AT THE COUNTER 
OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED DRAWEE BANK. 
D-11 81C 
THIS CREDIT IS IRREVOCABLE 
VERY TRULY YOURS 
ASSISTANT VICE·PRE91DENT 
MANAGER II"OREION DIVISION 
-~-~R~~a7TON~r~~NK-crrito~ 
T.dE I NTERNATIONAL B.td'il{ O F BOSTO N 
MAHAQER P'OREICJN DIVISION 
ASSISTANT MANAGER P'OREIGN DIVI S ION 
THE AGREEMENT ON REVERSE SIDE TO BE SIGNED AND RETURNED TO BANK 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON, BOSTON, MASS. 
Dear Sirs: 
In consideration of your openi~g; :at :our · r~ei:itiest, ·your· Com~~i-eiai · t~:tl~r ·c,f. 'c~eiliti ;.o .... :.:.:.:~ .. ::: ... :.(Ji~rein . ~~ll~d "The Credit"), the terms of which app 
the reverse side hereof, and are hereby approved by us. we hereby agree as follows: 
1. As to drafts or acceptances under or purporting to be under the Credit, w hich are payable in United States Currency, we agree: ( a) in the case o 
sight draft, to reimburse you at your Boston office, or if you designate any other place, then at the place so des ignated, on demand, .in legal tender of the 
States, the amount paid on s uch drafts , or, if so demanded by yon, to pay to you a t your Boston office, or such designated place, in .advance in such legal 
the amount required to pay such draft ; and (b) in the case of each acceptance, to pay to you, at your Boston office, or such designated pla ce, in legal ten 
the United States, the amount thereof, on demand but in any event not later than two businesR days prior to maturity, or, in cas e the acceptance is not p a y 
your Boston office, or such desi~ated place, then on demand but in any event in time to reach the place of payment in the course of the mails not later th 
business day prior to maturity • 
. 
2. As to drafts or acceptances under or purporting to be under the Credit, which are payable in currency other than United States .. Currency, we agre 
in the case of each sight draft, to reimburse you, at your Boston office, or such des ignated place, on demand, the equivalent of the amount paid, or payable, i 
tender of the United States at the rate of exchange then current for cable transfers to the p Jo.ce of payment in the currency in which such draft is drawn; a 
in the case of each acceptance, to furnish you, at your Boston office, or such designated place, on demand, but in Hny event in time to reach the place of p ay 
the course of the mails not Inter than one business day prior to maturity with first class bankers' demand bills of exchange to be approved by you for the amo 
acceptance, payable in the currency of the acceptance and bearing our endorsement, or, if you so request, to pay to you, at your Boston office, or such designated 
on demand, the equivalent of the acceptance in legal tender of the United States at the current rate of exchange for cable transfers at time of transmission 
place of payment in the currency in which the acceptance is payable. 
3. We also agree to pay you, on demand, a commission at the rate of . .. ......... ....... ..... on such part of the Credit as may be used, and all charge~ and ex 
paid or incurred by you in connection therewith, and interest where chargeable. .... . . . - . . · . .. · -· · · · · · · · ~ · · · ~ · · · · · · 
4 a We hereby recognize and admit your ownership in and unqualified rig ht to the possession and disposal of all property shipped under or pursuant t 
connection with the Credit or in any way relative thereto or to the drafts drawn thereunder, w hether or .n ot rel~nsed to us or to our agents on trust or bailee r 
and also in and to all shipping documents, warehouse receipts, policies or certificates of insurance an<_l other documents accompanying or relative to drafts 
under the Credit, and in and to the proceeds of each and all'. of. the foregoing, Until s uch time as a ll the .oblig ations and liabilities of u s or nny of u·~ to you 
time existing under or with reference to the Credit or this aa-reement, or any other credit or nny other ·obligation or liability to you, have been fully paid nn 
charged, all as security for such oblig-ations and liabilities; and tha t a ll or any of s uch property and documents, and the proceeds of any thereof, coming in 
possession of you or any of your correspondents, may be held and disposed of by you as hereinafter provided; and the receipt by you, or any of your correspon 
at any time of other security, of whatsoever nature, including cash, s h a ll not be deemed a waiver of any of your rights or powers herein r eco1:nized. We 
furthermore to sign your usual form of trust or bailee receipt upon your releas e of documents to us or to our a~rents. 
5. Except insofar as instructions have been heretofore given by us in writing expressly to the contrarY, w~ asi're·e 'that you and any of your correspor 
m a y receive and accept as "'Bills of ladirtg" under th~ Credit, uny documents issued or purporting to be issued by or on behalf of any carrier which ackno\" 
receipt of property for transportation, whatever the specific provisions of s uch documents, and that the date of each such document shall be deemed the date of 
ment of the property mentioned therein; and tha t you or ant of your correspondents may receive and accept as documents of insurance either insurance polic 
underwriters' or brokers' certificate of insurance, and that you and any of your correspondents may receive, accept, or pay, as complying" with the terms o 
Credit, any drafts or other documents otherwise in order which may be signed by or is s ued to the administrator or executor of, or the trustee in banl<ruptcy c 
receiver for any property of, the party in whose name it is provided in the Credit tha t any drafts or other documents should be drawn or issued. 
6. Except insofar as instructions have been heretofore given by us in writing expressly to the contrary, we agree that part shipments or shipments in e 
of the quantity called for may be made under the Credit and you m ny honor the relative drafts ; our liability to reimburse you for payments ma de or obligatio • 
curred on such drafts being limited to the amount of the Credit, and that if the Credit specifies shipments in instalments within stated periods , and th e shippe1 
to ship in any designated period, shipments of subsequent instalments may nevertheless be made in their respective desie-nated periods and you m ay h on e 
relative drafts. 
7. We agree that in the event of any extension of the maturity or tiine for presentation of drafts, acceptances or documents, or any other m odifi cati 
the terms of the Ct·edit, at the request of any of us, with or without notification to the others, or in the event of any increase in the. amount of the Credit a 
request, this agreement shall be binding upon us with regard to the Credit so increased or otherwise modified, with regard to drafts, documents and property co 
thereby, and with re&"nrd to any action taken b y you or any of your correspondents in accordance with such extension, increase or other modifi cation. 
8. The users of the Credit shall be deemed Our D.gents aD.d we assume all risks of their acts . or omissionsa Neither you lfor your: corresp.ondents sh: 
responsible : for the existence, char~cter, quality, quantity, condition, packinJ;, value, or del~ very of the property purporting to be represented by documents : fo 
difference in ~haracter, q'Urility, quantity, condition, or value of the property from that expressed in documents; or the validitY, ·sufficiency, or .(:'enuineness, of 
menta, even if such documents should in fact p rove to be in any or all respects invalid, insufficient, fraudulent or forged; for the time, place, manner Or order in ' 
shipment is made ; for partial or incomplete shipment, or failure or omission to ship any or a ll of t he property referred to in the Credit; for the character, ndeq 
validity, or genuineness of any insur2nce, for the solven c y or respons ibility of a n y insurer, or for any other risk connected with insurance ; for any deviation 
instruction s, delay ; default or fraud by the shipper or any one else in connection with the property or the shipping thereof; for the solvency, responsibility or 
tionship to the p roperty of any party issu ing any documents in connection with the property; for delay in arrival or failure to arrive of either the property or a 
the documents relating thereto; for delay in giving or failure to give notice of arrival or any other notice; for any breach of contract between the s hippers or ve 
and ourselves or any of us; for failure of any dr aft to bear any reference or adequate reference to the Credit, or 'failure of docum ents to accompany any drt 
negotiation, or failure of any person to note the amount of any draft on the reverse of the Credit or to surrender or take up the Credit or to send f orward docu1 
apart from drafts as req uired by the terms of the Credit; each of which provisions, if contained in the Credit itself, it is agreed may be waived by you, or for e 
omissions , interruptions or delays iu transmission or d eli very of any m essages, by mail, cable, telegraph , wireless or otherwise, whether or not they be in ci 
nor shall lrou be responsible for any error, neg lect, or default of any of y ou r correspon dents: and none of the above shall affect, impair, or prevent the vesting o 
of your rights or powers hereunder. In fu1·therance and extension and not in limit ation of the specific provisions hereinbefore set forth, we ngree that any ~ 
t aken by you or by any correspondent of yours under or in connection w ith the Credit or the rela tive drafts, documents or property, if taken in good faith, s h : 
binding on us and shall not put you or your correspondent under any resulting liability to u s; and we make like agreement as to any inaction or omission, unlE 
breach of good fa ith. 
9. We agree to procure promptly any necessary impor t and export or other licenses for the import or export or shipping of the property and to comply wi 
foreign and domestic governmental regula tions in. regar d to the s hipment of the proper ty or t}le financing thereof, and to furnish such certificates in that respe 
you may at an y time require, and' to keep the property adequately covered by insurance satisfactory to you, in companies satisfactory to you, and to assign the pc 
or certificates of insurance to you, or to make the loss or adjustment, if any , p a yable to you, at your option ; and to furnish you if demanded with evidence of ac 
nnce by the insurers of such assignment. 
10. Each of us agrees at any time and from time to t ime, on demand, to deliver , convey, transfer, or assign to you, as security for any and all of his and/c 
obligations and liabilities hereunder, and als o for any and all other obligations a nd liabilities, absolute or contingent, due or to become due, which are now or 
at any time hereafter be owing by him or us to you , a ddi tional security of a value and character s atisfactory to you, or to make such p ayment as you m e.y r e 
Each of us agrees t hat a ll property belonging to him, or us, or in which he or we maY have an interes t , of every name and nature whatsoever, now or at any time 
after delivered, conveyed, transferred , assigned, or paid to you, or coming into your possession or into the possession of any one for you in any manner w hatsc 
whether e..-xpressly as security for a ny of the obligations or liabilities of him "Qr u s to you, or fo r safe-~eeping or otherwise, including any items received for c 
tion or transmission and the proceeds thereof \Vhether or not such prqperty -is in whole or in p art released to us on trust or bailee receipt are hereby made sec 
for ea ch and all such obligations and liabilities . Each of us agrees that upon his or our 'failure at :aU tim"eS to keep a margin of security with l~ou satisfncto 
you, or upon the making by him or us of any assignments for the benefit of creditor s, or upon th~ filing of any voluntary or involuntary petition in hankruptc 
or against him or us, or upon the application for the appointment of a receiver of any of h is or our property, or upon any act of bankruptcy or sta te of ins olven 
him or us nil of such obligations and liabilities shall become and be immediately due and payable \vithout demand or notice, notwithstanding any credit or time al j 
to him or'us, or ~l!r .. ~?. s_t_r?.tp..e!l_t_~y_j~~~illg . ~llY. 'lt:CJ\ p_QJ.igatians. o.r. lia.biliti.es or ot~erwise; ~na eaCh o'{ us, ai to ·prpperty in ~hich he may have any intcr7s t •. t!z 
of us, ds ·"to ·prOperty tn wincli we may have any Interest expressly authorize yo u 1n a ny such event, or u pon hts or . our failure to pay any of such obhgatloJ 
liabilities when it or they shall become ·or be made due, to sell immediately, without demand for p aym ent, without advertisement and without notice to us 01 
of u s all of which a re h ereby expressly waived, a ny and a ll such property, arrived or to arrive, at private sale or at public auction or at brokers' board or othex 
at yo~r option in such parcel or parcels and at such time or times and at such ph:.ce or places and for such price or prices and upon such terms and conditio1 
you or any of 'your officers nl.aY deem proper, and to apply ~he net proceeds of such sale or sales, ~ogether with an~ ba~ance of .deJ?<?s.its and any sums cre~i~E 
or due from you to him or us in general accou n t or otherwise, to the payment of any and all of hts and/or our obligations or hab1hbes to you however artsnl 
any such sale be at brokers' board or at public auction you may yourself be a purchaser at such sale, free from an'y right of redemption, which "We and each--~~ 
hereby expressly waive and release. 
11. You shall not be deemed to have waived any of your rig h ts hereunder unless you or your authoriz~d agentt'shall ~ave signed_ such w aiver in writin, 
such waiver, unless exp ressly so s t ated therein, shnll be effective as to any transaction which occurs subsequent to t~e date of such watver, nor as to any con 
a.nce of a breach nfter such waiver. ,/ 
12. The word "property" as u s ed in this agreement includes goods, mercha ndise, securities, funds, choses i~ action, and any and all other forms of proi 
whether real, personal or mixed and any right or interest therein. 
13. If it is a condition of this Credit that the aecreditees are authorized t o draw clean drafts you are authoiized and instructed to accept and 
without requiring, and without responsibility for. the delivery of shipping documen ts . either at the time of acceptance ~or of payment or thereafter. 
14. If this agreement is signed by one individual, the terms "we," ''our," "'us," shall be read throughout as '~l," . "my," ~·me," as the case may 
aa:reement is signed. by. two .or mor-e - parties·, · it-sha·H -be ·the ·joint · and• seve:r!l.l 'agreenie.riC of such parties. 
Very truly yours 
pay c 
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FoREIGN 
DIVISION 
;fHE=Ri~~=Nt~~~~~M~~~t=mi~N CABLE ADDRESS: 
BosToN 6, MASSACHUSET'FS, U. S. A. 
CREDIT No. 12345 
O RIE NTAL EXPORTERS , I N C. 
Tokyo, J apan 
DEAR SIRs: 
WE HEREBY AUTHORIZE YOU TO DRAW ON 
"MAsSNAT BosToN" 
DATE Feb. 2, 1953 
AT - - - - - - - - - - SIGHT FOR ANY SUM OR SUMS NOT EXCEEDING IN TOTAL 
FOR ACCOUNT OF T HE A M E R RYC ON U /tPORTI NG co., BOSTON , MASS 
FoR 100% xNvoxcE cosT oF J apanese Paper Lanterns 
To BE sHIPPED FnoM Nagoya , Japan To B oston, M ass. 
INSURANCE TO BE EFFECTED BY TETE A M ERRYCOH I M PORTI N G c 0. 
DRAFTS WHEN PRESENTED FOR NEGOTIATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY: 
X INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
X CoNSULAR INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
INSURANCE POLICIES OR CERTIFICATES IN DUPLICATE COVERING NOT LESS THAN INVOICE COST (THESE DOCUMENTS 
ARE REQUIRED ONLY IF INSURANCE IS TO BE EFFECTED BY SHIPPER) 
X A FULL sET (NoT LEss THAN 2[2) oF cLEAN On Board STEAMSHIP oR 
Me"'."'.ft'!m!P BILLS OF LADING, MADE TO THE ORDER OF THE I N T w HN.ATIONA L BANI<.: OF BOSTON 
B oston, M ass. 
X Certifi c ate of I n s pe ction (Issued by Internati onal I n spector Inc.) 
X Pac k i ng List 
THE ORIGINALS OF THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED HEREIN, INCLUDING ONE NEGOTIABLE COPY OF THE BILLS OF LADING, 
MUST BE sENT BY NEGOTIATING BANKERs DIRECT ToTI-IE I NTERNAT I ONAL B ANK OF BOSTON 
BY FIRST MAIL AND A SIGNED STATEMENT OF SUCH NEGOTIATING BANKERS ENUMERATING THE DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN 
SO SENT MUST BE ATTACHED TO THE DRAFTS, TOGETHER WITH ALL REMAINING DOCUMENTS. 
BILLS OF LADING MUST BE DATED ON OR BEFORE A pril 1, 1953 AND DRAFTS 
MUST BE DRAWN ON OR BEFORE April 15, 1953 . EACH DRAFT HEREUNDER MUST BE ENDORSED 
ON THE REVERSE OF THIS CREDIT. EACH DRAFT MUST BEAR UPON ITS FACE THE CLAUSE "DRAWN UNDER CREDIT 
No. 1 2345 DATEDFeb. 2, 1953 oF T-H&-Fi-R.s-'F--NM.'.,J:QN,A.~-B-.&-N~...()¥-BQS'Il8N, 
BosToN, MASSACHUSETTs." T HE INTERNATIONAL Bft.NK 0 F B OSTON 
EXCEPT SO FAR AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN, THIS CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE "UNIFORM CusTOMS 
AND PRACTICE FOR CoMMERCIAL DocuMENTARY CREDITS FIXED BY THE THIRTEENTH CoNGRESs oF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CHAMBER oF CoMMERCE." 
WE HEREBY AGREE ·wiTH THE DRAWERS, ENDORSERS, AND BONA FIDE HOLDERS OF BILLS DRAWN AND NEGOTIATED IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THIS CREDIT THAT SAID BILLS WILL BE DULY HONORED ON PRESENTATION AT THE COUNTER 
OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED DRAWEE BANK. 
D-ll81D 
THIS CREDIT IS IRREVOCABLE 
VERY TRULY YOURS 
~~~T-~9~t=~~~~F=g~~SN 
THE IlifTERNA'J:liOl~AL BANK O F B OSTON 
ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT 
MANAGER FOREJQN DIVISION 
COPY FOR CLIENT'S FILE 
MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
ASSISTANT MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Dear Sirs: ~ . .. ·- . ' ~ - ... 
In consideration of your opening, at our 't"eq¥Uest, · your Comrilercinl Letter · of Credi't NO~ •.... : •.•••••• : •••• :(Iiere.iD.' c8.Ued ,;The Credit"), the terms of which 
appear on the reverse side hereof, and are hereby approved by us, we hereby agree as follows: 
1. As to drafts or acceptances under or purporting to be under the Credit, which are payable in United States Currency, we agree: (a) in the case of 
each sight draft, to reimburse you at your Boston office, or if you designate any other place, then nt the place so designated, on demand, in legal tender of 
the United States, the amount paid on such drafts, or, if so demanded by you, to pay to you at your Boston office, or such · design·ated place, in advance in 
such legal tender, the amount required to pay such draft; and (b) in the case of each acceptance, to pay to you, at your Boston office, or such designated 
place, in legal tender of the United States, the amount thereof, on demand but in any event not later than two business days prior to maturity, or, in case 
the acceptance is not payable at your Boston office, or such designated place, then on demand but in any event in time to reach the vlace of payment in 
the course of the mails not later than one business day prior to maturity. • ~. 
~ 
2. As to drafts or acceptances under or purporting to be under the Credit, which are payable in currency other than United ~"" States Currency, we 
agree: (a) in the case of each sight draft, to reimburse you, at your Boston office, or such designated place, on demand, the equivalent of the mnount paid, 
or payable, in legal tender of the United States at the rate of ~xchange then current for cable transfers to the place of payment in the currency in . which 
such draft is drawn; and (b) in the case of each acceptance, to furnish you, at your Boston office, or such designated place, on demand, but in any event in 
time to reach the place of payment in the course of the mails not later than one business day prior to maturity with first class bankers' demand bills of ex-
change to be approved by you for the amount of acceptance, pay able in the currency of the acceptance and bearing our endorsement, or, if you so request, 
to pay to you, at your Boston office, or such designated place, on demand, the equivalent of t he acceptance in legal tender of the United States at the 
current rate of exchange for cable transfers at time of transmission to the p lace of payment in the currency in which the acceptance is payable. 
3. We also agree to pay you, on demand, a commission at the rate of ...... .. ........... .. .. . on such part of the Credit as may be used, and all charges and 
expenses paid or incurred by you in connection therewith, and interest wh.~re c:~argeabl~. 
4. We hereby recognize and admit your ownership in and unqualified right to the possession and disposal of all property shipped under or pursuant 
to or in connection with the Credit or in any way relative thereto or to the drafts drawn thereunder, whether or not released to us or to our agents on trust 
or bailee receipt, and also in and to all shipp ing documents , warehouse receipts, policies or certificates of insurance and other documents a·ccompanying or 
relative to drafts drawn under the Credit, and in and to the proceeds of each and all of the foregoing, until such time as all the obligation s and liabilities of 
us or any of us to you at any time existing under or with reference to the Credit or this agreement, or any other credit or any other obligation or liability 
to you, have been fully paid and discharged, all as security for such obligations and liabilities; and that all or any of such property and documents, and the 1 
proceeds of any thereof, coming into the possession of you or any of your correspondents, may be held and disposed of by you as hereinafter provided; and 
the receipt by you, or any of your correspondents, at any time of other security, of whatsoever nature, including cash, shall not be deemed a waiver of any of 
your rights or powers herein reco~nized. We agree furthermore to si&"n your usual form of trust or bailee receipt upon your release of documents to us or 
to our agents. 
5. Except insofar as instructions have been h eretofore given by us in writing expressly to the conti-ar:v.-. we agree that you and any of your corre-
spondents may receive and accept as uBills of lading" under the Credit, any documents issued or purporting to be issued by or on behalf of any carrier 
which acknowledge receipt of property for transportatioa, whatever the specific provisions of such documents, and that the date of each such document 
shall be deemed the date of shipment of the property mention ed therein; and that you or any of your correspondents may r eceive and accept as documents 
of insurance either insurance policies or underwriters' or brokers' certificate of insurance, and that you and any of your corresp ondents may receive, accept, 
or pay, as complying with the terms of this Credit, any drafts or other documents otherwise in order which may be signed by or issued to the administrator 
or executor of, or the trustee in bankruptcy or the receiver for any property of, the party in whose name it is provided in the Credit that any drafts or 
other documents should be drawn or issued. 
6. Except insofar as instructions have been heretofore given by us in writing expressly to the contrary, we agree that part shipments or shipments 
In excess of the quantity called for may be made under the Credit and you may honor the relative drafts; our liability to reimburse you for payments made 
or obligations incurred on such drafts being limited to the amount of the Credit, and that if the Credit specifies shipments in instalments within stated 
periods, and the shipper fails to ship in any designated period, shipments of subsequent instalments may nevertheless be made in their respective desig-
nated periods and you may honor the relative drafts. 
7. We agree that in the event of any extension of the maturity or time for presentation of drafts, acceptances or documen~s •. . or apY .Qther modifica .. 
tion of the terms of the Credit, at the request of any of us, with or without notification to the others, or in the event of any increase in the amount of the 
Credit at our request, this agreement shall be binding upon us with regard to the Credit so increased or otherwise modified, with regard to drafts, documents 
and property covered thereby, and with regard to any action taken by you or any of your correspondents in accordance with such extension, increase or 
other mod_ification. 
s: The users o.f the Credit shall be deemed our agents and we assume all risks of their acts or omissions. Neither you nor y,our correspondents 
shall be responsible: for the existence, character, quality, quantity, condition, packing, value, or delivery of the property purporting to be represented by 
documents; for any difference in character, quality, quantity, condition, or value of the property from that expressed in documents; or the validity, suffi -
ciency, or genuineness, of documents, even if such documents should in fact prove to be in any or all respects invalid. in s ufficient, fraudulent or f orged: 
for the time, place, manner or order in which shipment is made; for partial or incomplete shipment, or failure or omission to ship any or all of the property 
referred to in the Credit; for the character, adequacy, validity, or genuineness of any insurance, for the solvency or respon sibility of any insurer, or for 
any other 1·isk connected with insurance; f or any deviation from instructions, delay; default or fraud by the shipper or any one else in connection with the 
property or the shipping thereof; for the solvency, responsibility or relationship to the property of any party issuing any documents in connection with the 
property; for delay in arrival or failure to arrive of either the property or any of the documents !'elating thereto; for delay in giving or failure to give 
notice of arrival or any other notice; for any breach of contract be tween the shippers or vendors and ourselves or any of us; for failure of any draft to 
bear any reference or adequate reference to the Credit, or failure of documents to accompany any draft at negotiation9 or failure of any person to note 
the amount of any draft on the reverse of the Credit or to surrender or take up the Credit or to send forward documents apart from drafts as required by 
the terms of the Credit; each of which provisions, if contained in the Credit itself, it is agreed may be waived by you, or for errors, omissions, interrup-
tions or delays in transmission or delivery of any messages, by mail, cable, telegraph, wireless or otherwise, whether or not they be in cipher; nor shall 
you be responsible for any error, neglect, or default of any of your correspondents; and none of the above shall affect, impair, or prevent the vesting of 
any of your rights or powers hereunder. In furtherance and extension and not in limitation of the specific pro v isions hereinbefore set forth , we agree 
that any action taken by you or by any correspondent of yours under or in connection with the Credit or the relative drafts , documents or property, if 
taken in good faith, shall be binding on us and shall not put you or your correSpondent under any resulting liability to us; and we make like agreement 
as to any inaction or omission, unless in breach of good faith. 
9. We agree to procure promptly any necessary import and export or other licen ses for the import or export or shipping of the property and to 
comply with all foreign and domestic governmental regulations in regard to the shipment of the property or the financing thereof, and to furnish such cer-
tificates in that respect as you may at any time require, and to keep the property adequately covered by insurance satisfactory to you, in companies satis-
factory to you, and to assign the policies or certificates of insurance to you, or to make the loss or adjustment, if any, payable to you, at your option; 
and to furnish you if demanded with evidence of acceptance by the insurerS of such assignment. 
10. Each of us agrees at any time and from time to time, on demand, to deliver, convey, transfer, or assign to you, as security for any and all of his 
and/or our obligations and liabilities h ereunder, and also for any and all other obligations and liabilities, absolute or contingent, due or to become due, 
which are now or may at any time hereafter be owing by him or us to you, additional security of a value and character satisfactory to you, or to make such 
payment as you may require. Each of us agrees th~t all property,. belonging to him, or us, or in which he or we may have an interest, of every name and 
nature whatsoever, now or at any time hereafter delivered, conve y ed, transferred, assigned, or paid to ~you, or coming into your posses sion or into the 
possession of any one for you in any manner whatsoever, whether expres sly as s ecurity for all:¥ of the obligations or liabilities of him or u s to you, or for 
safe-keeping or otherwise, including any items received for collection or transmiss ion and the pi-oceeds thereof whether or not such proper ty is in whole or 
in part released to us on trust or bailee receipt are hereby made security for each and all such obligations and liabilities. Each of us agrees that upon h is 
or our failure at all times to keep a margin of security with you satisfactory to you, or upon the making by him or us of any assignments for the benefit 
of creditou, or .upon the .. fi ling of· any -volunta-r-y or involuntary ·petition in bankruptcy by or a g ainst him or .ps. or upon the application for the a ppointment 
of a receiver of any of his or our property, or upon any act of bankruptcy or s tate of insolvency of him or us, a ll of such obligations and liabilities shall 
become and be immediately due and payable without demand Oi" notice, notwiths tanding any credit or time allowed to him or us , or any instrument evidenc-
ing any such obligations or liabilities or otherwise; and each of u s , as to property in which he m a y have any interest, and a ll of us, as to property in 
w h ich w e may have any interest expressly authorize y ou in any such event, or upon his or our failure to pay any of such obli~ations or liabilities when it 
or they shall become or be made due, to sell immediately, without demand for p ayment, without advertisement and w ithout notice to us or any of us, all 
of which are hereby expressly waived, any and all s uch property, arrived or to arrive, at private sale or nt public auction or at brokers" board or other wise, 
at your option, in such parcel or parcels and at such time or times and at such place or places and for s uch price or prices and upon such terms and con-
ditions as you or any of your officers may deem proper, and to apply the ne.t proceeds of such sale or sales, t og ether with any bnl:tnce of deposits and any 
sums credited by or due from you to him or us in general account or otherwise, to the payment of any and a ll of his a nd / or our obligations or liabiliti es to 
you however arising. If any such sale be at brokers' board or at public auction you may yourself be a purchaser at such sale, f r ee from any right of re-
demption, which we and each of us hereby expressly waive and release. 
11. You shall not be deemed to have waived a ny of your rights hereunder unless you or your authorized agent shall have signed such waiver in 
writing. No such waiver , unless expressly so stated therein, shall be effective as to any transaction which occurs subsequent to the date of such waiver, 
nor as to any continuance of a breach after such waiver. 
12. The word "property" as used in this agreement includes goods, merchandise, securities, funds, choses in action, and any and all other forms of 
property, whether real, personal or mixed and any right or interest therein. 
18. If it is a condition of this Credit that the accreditees are authorized to draw clean drafts you are authorized and instructed to accept and pay 
drafts without reqt;ir}'!_?~ · ~nd_- ?"~ho_ut; r~~pons.ibilitJ! : ~'!~· ~!>e· dellver.Y. .of .s.!Jipping documents, either at the time of acceptance or of payment or thereafter. 
14. If this agreement is signed by one individual, the terms "we." 140Ur," "us.'' shall be read throughout as ur,n .. my," "me," as the case m~y be. 
If this agreement is signed by two or more parties, it shall be the joint and several agreement of such parties. 
Very truly yours 
FoREIGN 
DIVISION 
Exhibit E 
THE INTERNATI O NAL BANK OF BOSTON 
-~~E:#J:~~~N#f'leN:AtrBA~=e;c~~:w-
BosTON 6, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A. 
CREDIT No.l2345 
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CABLE ADDRESS : 
"MAsSNAT BosToN" 
ORIENTAL EXP ORTERS, I N C. 
Tokyo, Japan 
DATE Feb. 2, 1953 
DEAR SIRs: 
WE HEREBY AUTHORIZE YOU TO DRAW ON 
AT- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SIGI·l'l' ~'OR ANY SUM OR SUMS NO'l' EXCEEDING IN TOTAL 
FOR ACCOUNT OF 
FOR 100% 
T HE AJ,iiERRYCON I MP ORTI N G CO., B OSTON, 
INvoicE cosT oi>' Japanese Paper Lante rns 
M ASS 
ro nE sHIPPED FRoM N ago y a, Jap a n ro Boston, M ass. 
\ INsURANCE TO BE El'FECTED BY THE Ar·.'lER R YC orr I M PoRTIN G co • 
.J DRAFTS WHEN PRESENTED FOR NEGOTIATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY; 
7 
u 
) 
X INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
X CoNsULAR INVOICES IN DUPLICATE 
INSURANCE POLICIES OR CER'rll<'ICAT~~S IN DUPLICATE COVERING NOT LESS THAN INVOICE COST (THESE DOCUMENTS 
ARE REQUIRED ONLY IF INSURANCE IS TO BE EFFECTED BY SHIPPER) 
X A FULL sE·r (NoT LEss THAN 212) oF cLEAN 6:n Board STEAMSHIP OR 
~~-1+1¥ BILLS OF LADING, MADE TO THE ORDER OF THE IN'TERNATION~ BANK OT:1 B OS TON 
Boston, :Mass. 
X Certificate of I n sp e ction (Issued b y Intern a tional Inspector Inc.) 
X Pacldng List 
THE ORIGINALS OF THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED HEREIN, INCLUVING ONE NEGOTIABLE COPY OF THE BILLS OF LADING, 
BE SEN'l' BY NEGOTIATING BANKERS DIUECT TO THE I N T EIDI ATIONAL BANK OF B O S TO N 
BY FIRS'!' li:IAIL AND A SIGNED STATEMENT OF SUCH NEGOTIATING BANI{ERS ENUMERATING THE DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN 
SO SENT · MUST DE A'l"L\CHED TO THE DRAFTS, TOGETHER WITH ALL llEMAINING DOCUMENTS. 
BILLS OF LADING MUST BE DATE D ON OR BEFORE April 1 J 1953 AND DRAFTS 
MUST BE DRAWN ON OR BEI>' ORE Apri l 15 J 1953 • EACH DRAFT HEREUNDER MUST BE ENDORSED 
ON 'l'HE REVERSE OF THIS CREDIT. EACH DRAI>' T MUST BEAR UPON ITS FACE THE CLAUSE "DRAWN UNDER CREDIT 
No.l2345 DATEDFeb. 2, 1953 oF 'f:K~.-F.ffi'S"i'-N1\'ff6i'tk:h''ih\'N'R"'6F-~ 
BosToN, :M:ASSACHUSE'l'Ts." T H E INTERNATIONAL BAl\TK OF B OSTON 
EXCEP'l' SO FAR AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN, THIS CREDIT IS SUBJECT TO THE "UNIFOR:!.I CusTOMS 
AND PRACTICE FOR CoMMERCIAL DocuMENTARY CREDITS FIXED BY THE THIRTEENTH CoNGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CHAMBER oF CoMMERcE." 
WE HEREBY AGREE WITH THE DRAWERS, ENDORSERS, AND BONA FIDE HOLDERS OF BILLS DRAWN AND NEGOTIATED IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE 'l'ERMS OF THIS CREDIT THAT SAID BILLS WILL BE DULY HONORED ON PRESEN'l'ATION AT THE COUNTER 
OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED DRAWEE BANK. 
D-1181B 
THIS CREDIT IS IRREVOCABLE 
VERY TRULY YOURS 
ASSISTANT VICE·PRESIDENT 
MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
-'F rm- Fitt5T -N' 'A "''TC1N KL -fi ~ '"'O'P'" im5"l"'N" 
THE INTERNATIONAL BAN K OF B O STON 
MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
ASSISTANT MANAGER FOREIGN DIVISION 
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IX The Operation or the Irrevocable Letter or Credit 
A. Receipt of Credit ~ Foreign Exporter 
In a few d ays Oriental Expol"'ters received by air-
mail fron the Boston bank the irrevocable le tter of credit. 
Amerrycon h a d alre a dy declared its intention to accept the 
l a test quotation and the letter1 in effect, was the foPmal 
acceptance, binding exporter and importer. As for Oriental, 
the letter complied vd th the most vi tal condi t ion or its of-
fer; i.e., acceptance "accompanied by cash payment or .£iz: 
opening an irrevocable letter of credit" (see p. 30) in its 
favor. 
B. Exporter's Compliance with Terms and Conditions 
1. The Goods 
Oriental immediately prepare d to meet the delivery 
schedule previously sugges ted. Since it h ad already made ten-
t a ti ve p lans to A.djust its production and had pre-determined 
the avail ability of materials, production was soon under way. 
The first requirement vm s deli very of the g oods ac-
cording to s amples. Inspection by the International Inspect-
ors, Inc. was sought from the early stages of production. This 
firm had been eng ag ed by Amerrycon to undertake periodic 
inspection of t he finished g oods before t hey were packed. # 
# It is to be noted t hat the inspecting a gency receives 
payment from the exporter , but is r e s ponsible to the 
importer who selected him. Therefore, price quotations 
include the services of such an a gency. 
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In this ca.se progress vras rapid due to;"the ex-
porter's experience in fore i gn trade. He realized the 
importance of good performance on his part in maintaining 
his reputation for integrity and developing greater business 
in the future . He, therefore , took special precautions to 
see that all documents conformed to the stipulations of 
the letter of credit. 
2 . The Documents 
The certificate of inspection (see p. 66) was 
issued to Oriental, in return for which the International 
Inspectors, Inc. r e ceived their fees. 
When the goods vvere ready, the c mmnercial invoice 
(see p. 63), the pacldng list (see p. 67), and the consular 
invoice (see p . 64) were completed by the exporter. The 
consular invoice form was supplied by, and r eceived the 
certification of, the American consulate at Yokohama . 
This invoice is required by United States customs legis-
l a tion. 
The pac1ing list (see p. 67) contained a list of 
the case numbers and the:i.:r · itel'rllzed contents. T11.i s helps 
the importer distribute the goods properly, not h aving to 
open every case in e 8.Ch shipment lot. 
Delivery for shipment w2. s made to the u.s . Lines 
by the end of March for a scheduled freighter to New York 
and Boston . Bills of lading dated March 30, 1953 (see p.65 ) 
were issued--a sign ed original, a signed duplicate and 
severa l copies. These were given to the exporter a s 
r e ceipt s for the g oods, 
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~Vhen the above documents were completed the ex-
porte r collate d and assembled four sets of the documents. 
The first set c ontained the originals of the sign-
ed bill of l ading , the commercial invoice, the consul ar 
invoice, the certi f icate of inspection and the p a cking list. 
·~:·J;. The second set included the signed duplicate of 
the bill of l ading and the second cop ies each of t h e others. 
The orig inals and first copies we re presented, 
with the draft, to the neg ot i ating banlc for payment. 
A third set conta ining a copy e a ch of the bill 
of lading , the commercial invoice and packing list, was 
air-mailed directly by the exporter to Amerrycon a s advance 
information on the shipment. 
3. The Dra ft 
A demand draft dated March 31, was drawn by the 
exporter on the Internationa~ Bank of Boston for the amount 
of ~~ 3600. In a ccordance with the instructions of the letter 
of credit, the clallSe "Drawn under credit No. 12345, dated 
February 2, 1953, of the Internationa l Bank of Boston, Boston, 
Massachusetts," was '>'Vritten on the face of the draft. (See p.62.) 
The draft and documents make up the n ext six 
pag es as exhibits F,G,H,I,J, and K, in the order listed 
on the letter of credit (see p . 54). 
I 
~~36 00. 0 0 
Tokyo, Japan ~..M.a~b""setts; U: ::5: ::A:.,, __ A_..p_r....;...i_;l___;;;;;l _,_,__;;;:l..:....9..::..5..::..3 ___ _ 
At s i ght -days-~fter __________ of this FIRST 
f Exchange (Second unpaid) pay to the order of EXP ORTERS, I NC. 
~~~~=e~=~~= 
Dollars Thirt 
Value received and charge the same to account of 
Internationa l Bank of Bo ston 
Boston, Massachu s etts 
Oriental Exporte rs, Inc. 
Export Manager 
o. Drawn under credit No.l2345, dat ed Februar y 2, 1953, of the 
10 International Bank of Boston, Boston, Ma s s • 
..... . -...................... .... , ... --.---~------...,.-- ·----... . ~. ~-- -------------- --- ~ - .... ------ --------~~.__-------- - -----~-- -- - - ---- -------- -- - -- -- - - - ----- ---- .. _,.. 
1t ~ ·i _,ht days after __________ of this SECOND 
' Exchange (First unpaid) pay to the order of I EIL. L _ 0 T .. (."' , I 1C • 
~~~iii: ::B~HI::e£:~~: 
Value received and charge the same to accm.mt of 
~·--M~J,.I.,I;.I---'-'~~"'---'~'"" 
·10 
I nc . 
he 
Exhibit G 63 
ORIENTAL EXPORTERS} INC. 
TOKYO, JAPAN 
INVOICE 
No. S - G8 76 'l1okyo Ma r 31, 1 953 
------ -
Invoice of J a p anese Pan e r Lanterns ___ ___ ________________ _ 
s old to ili~errycon I mport ing Co . 
-------'-'-' --- = -
Boston , l'iiass . , U . S . A. 
-- ------ ·· .. ---- -- ~ ·--·- .. - - ·- - -· ~ . - . 
s !l. i P e d ue r on r!la r £.h_l95~_from Yok oh a ma , Jap an 
to Boston 
Amount Id.entif7ring - ~ Quantity ·-·-r =D~ sc:eipti -~n ~i Goods lDni t 
1-~arks <;"-_No~·-- ---- - - -- - -~--- __________ _ ___ _ _ ____,_1---=-P-=-r--=i=-=c--'e ------+------
• ' I 
ATC 
Bo ston 
c/'f 1-ho 
Iv1ade in Jap an 
i 
I 
8 0 doz. 
8 0 
8 0 
80 
8 0 
80 
8 0 
80 
80 
1- 6oo I 
I 
: I 
A 1001 Small 1 ~~5 . oo 
A 1002 Medium 6 .00 
A 1 003 Larg e 7. 0 0 
B 2001 Small 5.00 
B 2002 Medium 6 . 0 0 
B 2003 Larg e 7. 0 0 
C ~DOl Small 5 . 00 
C 3002 I'ilediu.m 6 . 00 
C 3003 Lar g e 7.00 
Total 
Ex:port liJia,nag er 
I 
E & O. "" • 
~ ~400 . oo 
480 . 00 
560 . 00 
400 . 00 
4 8 0 . 0 0 
560 . 00 
200 . 00 
240 . 0 0 
280 . 0 0 
lt'3600.00 
Form. 188 
,FOREIGN SERVICE 
(Revised August 1941) 
"'Rxhihit H 
-Attach AaQffional "Slieets Here- FoJi1.pproved. Budget Bur eau No. 47-R003.1. 
No exoiration date. 
INVOICE OF MERCHANDISE 
(Before preparing this invoice, read instructions carefully) 
(1) PURCHASED .KI (1) NOT PuRCHASED D 
(Do not include PURCHASED and NOT PURCHASED merchandise in ONE invoice; use SEPARATE invoice for each) 
__ ,T_QkyQ_, ___ J.:.a.P-.an#-_J.l'lar_c.h __ ;.?l._ __ l\25_3 __ _ 
(Place and date) 
Invoice of ___ J.:apane...s_e ___ p.ap_e~ __ lant.ern.s __________ (2) ~rom o1: agreed to be purcha,sed from 
(Merchandise) • 
(3) __ _____ Orient.al __ Exp~.t.e.rs.~------------------------- -- of -T.o.l-cy.o.~--.J.a:p.an------------------ ------------------------------ - -------
. (Seller or consignor) (Address) 
by }-------.Amer-r=>r..c.on--lmp.o.r-t.i.ng---C.o. .. ------------------ of --Bosto.n.,.---Mass .. ---U-~S,..---A-.------- ------------------ -- -------m (Purchaser or consignee) lAddfess)-
{ 
as per order accepted _______ F_ebr_uar:~--2.,.--~9.5.3-------- ------------ --- - -------------------------------------------------------------- - - - -- ---
(4,) (Date) . 
fo r the account of -------------------------------------------------------- ------------ of ---------------------------------------------------------------------(Name) (Address) 
. SS STEAI",·i.SHTP to be sh1 p ped per __ -----____________ --"-----=---------------------------____ _________ ______ __ ______ ______________________________ __ __ ____________________________ ____ __ _ 
(Carrier) 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
MARKS AND 
NUMBERS ON 
SHIPPING 
PACKAGES 
MANUFAC-
TURER' s OR 
SELLER'S 
NUMBERS OR 
SYMBOLS 
IMPORTER'S 
NUMBERS OR 
SYMBOLS 
QUANTITIES AND FULL DESCR-IPTION OJ' GOODS 
(N. B.-Always state the cost of packlng1 and all other costs, charges, and expenses) 
CURRENT P RICE 
INVOICE UNIT (Home consump-
(See questions · INVOICE TOTAL tion or exp ort) 
below) . PER U NIT 
Serie s J apanese Pap er Lanterns 
-----Afc ______ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------- ____ i _____ _____ ---~------------- ---~--------------
.BDS.TON--- ______ Q,m_ _________ Same _____ --20-Q ___ dz ___ amall __ b.a.mhoo __ ~ihb.ad __ @~ _5 __ 4~-- _j~J..,_QQ_Q ______ l5_._5_Q __ _ 
---~~~~--:_-~~ ------~9-~----- ----~ ~----- ,_2.0_Q ___ dz __ m~-d~ ___ bwnbQ_Q __ t>.ib_b~_d_ __ __ @ ___ Q ___ dz __ ----~_,_2Q.O _______ f5_._7_5 ___ _ 
__________________ ------~g-~----- ----~~~~----- __ g.Q_Q __ 9:2! ___ ~r_g~ ___ 'Q~1?9_Q __ !"J1?_12~9: ____ @ ___ 7 ___ ~~-- _____ J,;_1.Q_Q _______ §_!>_Q_Q __ _ 
. . o,nQn 
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ----- ......... ..: ... ":.' ...... ~.-~-- ------------------
I NCL !JDED I N NVOICE IPRICE: Co t a in er s and P ac d ng ~p€50-:~------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
------------In- -arrd----.fr"t:r -ght---------- --------------so---.----------------------------------~-------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
, 
---------·--------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
(Read carefully instructions 1 and 9 before answering the first three following questions.) 
Is this merchandise shipped in pursuance of a purchase or an agreement to purchase? ----¥e-s-----
, · (Yes or No) . 
If answer to preceding question is "Yes," have you entered as item 9 the purchase .price of each item in the currency of purchase? 
Yes 
(Yee or No) 
Is this merchandise shipped otherwise than in pursuance of a purchase or an agreement to purchase? ---.NO---------- If answer is 
(Yes or No) 
"Yes," indicate below whether you have entered as item 9 the present value for each item in the currency in which the trans-
actions are usually made: (a) the value for home consumption including all ap.plicable taxes in the country of exportation · or 
(b) the export value to the United States if higher; or (c) in the absence of the foreign value and the export value, the p;ice 
in such currency that the manufacturer, seller, shipper, or owner would have receiv~d, or was willing to receive for such mer-
chandise if sold in the ordinary' wholesale quantities in the country of exportation; or (d) in the absence of all of the fore-
going, the cost of .production --------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------US <sa~:r!t~ g>, <bl. <o>, or <d> 1s applicable> 
Is the currency, entered as item 9, gold, silver, or paper?-------------- - - ---------------- ------------~ - ----- - - - - - ----------------- -------------- - ---- ---- ---­
(State which) 
Have you enumerated all charges and stated whether each amount has been included in or excluded from the above invoice amounts? 
____ Ye_s_ ____ ~-- If the inland freight is included in the invoice price or value, is the price or value of the merchandise the same 
(Yes orNo) No 
at the factory as at the point of delivery? ------------------
(Yes or No) 
Have you separately itemized all rebates, drawbacks, bounties, or other grants allowed upon the exportation of the merchandise? 
___ Ye_s_ ______ _ 
(Yes or No) , 
Is such or similar merchandise offered or sold in the home market for home consumption? _____ _ '.Ye_s._________ If so, what taxes are 
cJ[ (Yes or No) 
applicable? ____ .R.atai.~--..S.al.--@S---~a.;x;-----X(:[~i;-.;:;,'d-ki,";dy------------- - -- ----------------------------------
Signature of 
Seller or Shipper ·-----------------------------------------------· ---------------------------------------(When invoice is signed by an 
authorized agent the name of 
his principal must be shown.) 
By ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . (Authorized agent) 16-22721-8 
CONSULAR INVOICE OF MERCHANDISE 
. {Triplicate Invoice No. _S__._9_87_6_____ Issued m ~
Certified 
(Da te) 
FOREIGN SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA AT 
·-----------X~~~~~~~J ____ !~p_~~-------------------- - - --
Date 
Mar 31, 1953 
Selle~ '} Int. Exporters , Inc. 
~----~--------------------------------------------------- · 
Tokyo, Japan 
~~~~r;:~· } ---~-~-~~2~9-~---~~p-~~-~~~~---~~ • 
· Boston, Mass. USA 
Carrier SS ST~AMSHIP 
(V esse) or railroad) 
Port of shipment _________ }:T_?:g_<?_:Y§._, __ J_~p_~~-- ---- -
Boston, Mass. 
--------------------------------------
Destination of goods 
Boston, Mass. 
Port of arrival ------------------------------------------
Port of entry Bo S 'IJ) n, Mass --------------------------------------------~-------
Amount of invoice ~~3, 600 • 
---------------------------------------------
Kind of goods ___ __________ _:p_{:!,p_~~---1@~~.!',!}._~-----
. U.S. COVEHNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1952 0- 212173 16-22721-1 
DE{:LARATION OF SELLER OR SHIPPER, OR 
THE AGENT OF EITHER, WHEN MERCHAN-
DISE IS SHIPPED IN PURSUANCE OF A PUR-
CHASE OR AN AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE 
~} _____ r_._M_.___s_~la ____________ c----------------------
acting in the ca~acity described below, truly declare 
!~at---=~~~~~~~~ J~p~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= 
~ the{ms} or ~s} of the merchandise de-
scnbed in the within or attached invoice; that the 
merchandise is sold or agreed to be sold; that there is 
no other invoice differing from the within or attached 
invoice, and that all the statements contained herein 
and in such invoice are true and correct. 
~} further declare that 
and that it is intendyg to make entry of said merchan-
dise at the port of ____ <?_~~-~~-~-~~-~~~-! ________________ _ 
in the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Dated at _Y.o_kghg.m~_, ___ .;[g.P.@ ____________ this 
_____ Ql ___ day of Jf!g.,;r_Qg ___ J,~-~~-------------------- ----
(Seller) 
I .M. Sela 
------------------•r-----(Shli>";;~}-- -- ---- --------------- - -
---------------------D\&:;;,;i-~£-;,1!;;)·------------------ - -
(Agent of shipper) 
CONSULAR CERTIFICATE 
Form 140 
(Date) 
I do hereby certify that this invoice was this day 
produced to me by the signer of the above declaration. 
I do further certify that I am satisfied that the 
person making the declaration above is the person he 
represents himself to be; and that a fee of $2.50 
United States currency, equal to _ _¥ __ _51_QQ ________ , has 
(Local currency) 
been .paid by affixing stamps to the original copy of 
this document. 
Witness my hand and seal of office the day and year 
aforesaid. 
------------------------ of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DECLARATION OF SHIPPER OR HIS AGENT 
WHEN THE MERCHANDISE IS SHIPPED 
OTHERWISE THAN IN PURSUANCE OF A 
PURCHASE OR AN AGREEMENT TO PUR-
CHASE 
I, 
We, 
acting in the capacity described below, truly declare 
that ----------------------------------------------------------------
of 
~re} the{~~~~~=~s}of the mercha~dise described in the 
within or attached invoice; that the men;handise is 
shipped otherwise than in .pursuance of a purchase, or 
an agreement tO' purchase; that there is no other 
invoice differing from the within or attached invoice, 
and that all statements contained herein and in such 
invoice are true and correct. 
~ e } further declare that 
and that it is intended to make entry of said merchan-
dise at the port of 
in the UNITED· STATES OF AMERICA. 
Dated at 
____________ day of 
(Shipper) 
(Agent of shipper) 
CONSULAR CERTIFICATE 
Form 140 
(Date) 
this 
b i I do hereby certify ~hat this invoice was this ~ay 
( ;Jlroduced to me by the signer of the above declaratiOn. 
{ I do further certify that I am satisfied that the 
·person making the declaration above is the person he 
represents himself to be, and that a fee of $2.50 
United States currency, equal to _____ ________________ , has 
(Local currency) 
been .paid by affixing stamps to the original copy of 
this document. 
Witness my hand and seal of office the day and year 
aforesaid. 
of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA . 
ORWARDING AGENT_.:.REFERENCES EXPORT DEC. No. 
VERING CARRIER TO STEAMER: CAR NUMBER - REFERENCE 
B B L L OF LADING 
:e between U. S. Atlantic ports, via Panama Canal porn, and ports in Hawaiian ISland•, Ph1li pp1ne i•lands, Hong~ong, China, Japan, also calling ct ports 
in Korea , Formosa, Siam, Manchuria, Runia In Asia, French Indo China a nd North Atlantic Canadian ports, 
-liP ss 11Steamship" 
J RT OF DISCHARGE FROM SHIP 
(Where goods are to b~ delivered 
.o consi1!nee or on-ca r rier) 
FLAG PIER 
Nagoya, Japan 
Through Bill of Lading 
~f good• to be tra nshipped beyond Port of Discharge, show destination here • to 
:R ....... Or.ient.o.!l! .. . ~po.:r.te:r.s. ., ... Inc ....... T.okyo., .... Jap_an ..... ....... ............................. _ 
PORT OF LOADING 
I GN ED TO: 0 RDER 0 F .. _ .TI~~ ____ j:_nt.~_:rp.g_t tQnal. ... ~-~nk ... 9.f ... B.o.s. .'t on., .... Eo.s.t.on ,___j\[a__s_s_ ... ___________________ _______________ _ 
:ss ARRIVAL NOTICE TO ..... Ame.r .r .y.c.on .. I mpo.r.ting ... C.o ........ Bo.s.ton., .... !v'Ta.s.s ... ---------------- ---------
PARTI CU LARS FURN I SHED BY SH I PPER OF GOODS 
1ARKS AND NUMBERS NO. OF PKGS. DESCRIPTION OF PACKAGES AND GOODS Gross Wcioht in l: ilos ~~~~~~--1------- l----------------------------------
AIC 
Boston 
C/#1-60 
1'Iade in 
Japan 
60 
Cases 
Japanese Paper Lanterns 
iaiZ.O.'V.EL.. . Japan ALL CHARGES EX SHIPS 
:!GHT PAYABLE IN l:'a:l:C%~ t .ll.CKL!i: FOil ACCOUNT o;:; CA RGO 
907 
GRO SS WE I GHT 
2000 
............. .. .. ... ... @ ........ ... .......... PER 2000 LBS .. $ .. ... . ...... .. .... .... ....... .... <TERMS CONTINUED FROM REVERSE SIDE HEREOF) 
.... .. .. .. ...... .. @ .. .............. ...... PER 2240 LBS • • $............ . . IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THERE HAVE BEEN EXECUTED .................. .. 
........ FT... ........ IN.@ ...... .. .............. PER 40 CU. FT. $ .... . ...... .. . 
....... .FT ........... IN.@ ...... .. .............. PER 40 CU. FT. $ .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.......... .. .. . ..... .... ........ ........ .. .......... .. .................... .. .. ... . $ . .................. .. 
.. ... ... .. ...... ...................... .. ...................... .. .. $ ................... .. 
. $ .. .. .. ... .. ... .... .. 
BILLS OF LADING, ALL OF THE SAME TENOR AN D DA TE, ONE OF WHICH 
BEING ACCOMPLISHED, THE OTHERS TO STAND VOID. 
UNITED STATES LINES COMPANY 
BY--------------------------------------------------- ---- -- -- -- -------------------------········-
F OR THE MASTER 
... ................................................. -- --- -------------- --- ---- .._$-""-'--~" ~--ISSUED AT Mi~!~~~~~E ______________ __ __ _____ ____ ______ ______ ______________ ___  
$ ... ......... ... .... ..... / TOTAL B/ L No. 
(DATE} 
J. &. L . A-!50 PR INTED IN U .S.A. . 
AGENTS 
MANILA 
UNITED STATES LINES CO. 
U. S. LINES BLDG. 
24TH STREET & MUELLE DE 
PORT AREA, MANILA, P. I. 
SHANGHAI 
17 CHUNG SHAN LU 
SHANGHAI 
AMERICAN PIONEER LINE 
UNITED STATES LINES CO. 
ONE BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, N. Y 
BILL OF LADING 
(SHORT FORM) 
AGENTS 
HONG KONG 
UNITED STATES LINES CO. 
314 QUEENS BUILDING 
HONG KONG 
HONOLULU 
OVERSEAS TERMINAL LTD .. 
HONOLULU 
HAWAII 
RECEIVED frcn1 t he s hipper herein named, the a-oods or packaJ::es said to contain s;roods herein mentioned , in apparent good order a nd condition, except 
as otherwise indicated herein. to be transported to the port of discha1-ge or so near thereunto as t he s hip can cet. lie and leave. always in snfety and 
afloa.t under a ll conditions of tide. water and w~n.ther, and there to be delivct·cd to the consignee or on-carrier, as the case may be. on payment of all 
cha1·ges due thereon and on d ue perform ance of a ll obligations of the s hipper a nd consiJ::n ee and each of them. 
1. It is agreed t hat the receipt, custody, ca.rria~e and delivery of the goods are subject to t h e t erms appearin g on the face and back of t his bill of 
lading, whether printed, typed, stamped, writ t en or incorporated herein and nls o to the terms contained in tha carrier's regular long form bill of lading 
designated FE 102 as n ow in use. includins:r any clauses oresent)y heine stamped or endorsed thereon. which s hall be deemed to be incorporated in this 
bill of lading , w hich shall R'OVern the relatio-ns. whatscever they mny be, between shipper. com;ignee and t h e carrier , master nnd sh ip in every con ... 
tingency, wheresoever and ·whensoever oceurri ng" and w hether the carrier be acting as ~uch. , or as bailee, and also in the event of. or during deviation, 
conversion of the goods or of unsenworthi ne:;s of the /ship at the time of load inK or inception of the voya~e or subsequently. The terms of this bill of 
ladin~ shall not be deemed waived by the carrier u n less by an c..xpress written waiver s ig ned by a duly authorized agen t of the carrier. Copies of the 
carrier's regular long form b ill of ladinv. det> it.rnnted FE 102 and clauses presently being st.-1.mped or endorsed t hereon are available from the c:1rrier on 
request a.nd m ay be insnected at any or its ofiicea:;. 
2. If the goods are transhipped all rcsp ns ibi!ity of the carrier in any capacity shall alto«ether cease and the goods shall be demned delivered by 
it anti this contract of carriage he d e<.>med fully pe1'formed on actual or constructive delivery of the goods to t he on-carrier at por t of discharge OI' 
Plsewhere in case of an earlier transhipment. 
3. This b ill of lading shall have effe.ct subject to the provisions of the Car riaga of Goods by Sea Act of the United States, approved April 16', 
1936, w h ich sha ll be deemed to be incorporated herein nnd nothing contain ed h er ein sha ll be deamed ·a su rrender by the carrier of any of it.. righlf3, 
immunities or limitations or an increase of :1n y of its r esponsibilities or liabilities under said Act. If anyl. teitn of this bill of lading shall be repugnnn1 
to s aid Act to any e..xtent, such term s hall be void to that e.xtent, but n o further. The provisions stat ed in sa id Act (except subdivision 2 ( j ) of See. 4 
and except as otherwise spec ifically provided by the t erms of t his bill of lading or those incorporated herein) shall govern before the goods are loade<l 
on and after they are dischar$ted from the sh ip . 
If requested, one ; igned bill of ladint: duly endorsed n~ust 'be surr ender ed to th~ BJ<ent of t f..c s hip at the pqrt of discharge in exchange for d~liven 
order. 
<TERMS CONTINUED ON REVERSE SIDE HEREOF> 
DO NOT USE THIS SPACE FOR DESCRIPT ION OF - SH IPM ENT 
- - ·- · 
Exhibit J 66 
CERTI FICATE OF I NSPECTION 
INTERNATIONAL INSPECTORS lNC. 
WORLDWIDE S[RV/CE 
London, Tokyo, Nevi Yor}~ , Singapore, Hongkong 
f ok\JO, Japan Mar. 20 1953 
For Account o.f: Oriental E:;{....E_OI'ters, Inc. 
1. Comr:1odi t y : _ _ J apanese Paper Lante._r_n_s _____ _ 
2. Specifications: According to Sample 
Mdse No . S-ize Quantity No-.--- Disposition 
dozen Cases 
A 1001 Small 80 8 O. K. 
A 1002 Med 80 8 0. I\ . 
A 1003 Large 80 8 O. K. 
B 2001 Small 80 8 O. K. 
B 2002 riled 80 8 O. K. 
B 2003 Large 80 8 O. K. 
c 3001 Small 40 4 o . Ic. 
c 3002 Me d 40 4 O. K. 
c 3003 Larg e 40 4 O. K. 
'rHIS I S 'rO CEHTIFY THA'l' ABOV£ IVIENTIONED GOODS WERE INSPECTED 
BY US AND ABOVE STATEI\'£1\fTS ARE CORRECT IN ALL RESPECTS 
AGENT, INTERNATIONAL INSPECTORS I NC . 
EXhibit K 6 7 
ORIENTAL EXPORTERS, INC ~ 
TOKYO I JAPAN 
LIST OF 
PACKING: WEIGf-IT b MEASUREMENT 
!Ea r k s & Hos. Quantity Name of' Cormnodi ty Weight & Jl;ieasurement 
----~~--~~-~--~~ 
AIC 
Boston 
C/ # 1-6 0 
}."ade in Japan 
No . 
Case Nos. Cases 
1 
-
8 8 
9 
-
1 6 8 
17 
-
24 8 
25 
-
3') (~ 8 
33 
-
40 8 
41 - 48 8 
49 
-
52 4 
53 
-
56 4 
57 
-
60 4 
60 
Total 
Dozens 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
40 
40 
40 
P A];"ER LANTERNS 
N.w. G. W. Cf't. 
A-1001 Small 1 60 lbs. 240 l b s. 40 
A- Hi82 Medium 1 80 260 50 
A-1003 Larg e 200 300 60 
B-2001 Small 160 240 40 
B-2002 Medium 11::80 260 50 
B-2003 La r g e 200 300 60 
C-3001 Small 80 120 20 
C-3002 Medium 90 130 25 
C- 3003 Larg e 100 150 30 
Total 1350 2000 375 
Export I\<lanager 
c. Negotiation 
1. Presentment for Pa;rment 
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The expo1 .. ter a ttached his first and second s e ts 
o f d ocume nts to his draft and , together 11i th the letter of 
c~ edit, presented them for ne g otiation (payment in local 
currency) to the Bank · ·of Asia. 
2. Checking Documents Against the Letter of Credit 
The ne gotiating bank must see that the terms of 
the letter, document-wise, a re met by the exporter before 
ma ldng any payment. Ev e r y deta iled re quirement of t he 
letter of credit wa s, therefore, checked against the docu~ 
ments. 
3. Payr:qent to the Exporter 
Note tha t the Toky o bank, here the corre sp ond ent 
a nd the negotia ting bank , is under n o formal obligation to 
rmi•ch ase (ne gotiate) the e xporter's draft. However, cir-
cumstances here are most f a vora ble for purchase. The credit 
is r e lative l y riskless and the charge s r e pre s ent more of a 
commission than intere st or a risk p remium in the usual sense. 
The negotiating bank , satisfied that the documents 
were in order, paid the exporter the full amount of the 
dr aft in Japanese yen. It endorsed the dollar amount on 
t he reve r se side of the letter of credit (se e reverse side 
p . 54), and the total value of this credit was fully utiliz-
ed. 
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4. Correspondent's Compensation 
The negotiating foreign bank~ correspondent), 
by paying the exporter, purchased the beneficiary's draft. 
It had every confidence it ·would be reimbursed by the issu -
ing bank for principal, intere st, and a service charge or 
commission (of 1/8 of 1%). In addition the negotiating 
bank may make ~ exchange profit in converting the ~~3600 
into its yen counterpart. 
D. Draft and Documents Porwarded to the Issuing Ba,"'lk 
~ne Bank of Asia, having paid the draft , ther eby 
took possession of the first tvvo sets of the documents of 
title to the shipment. 
The letter of credit required that "The original s 
of the documents required herein, including one negotiable 
copy of the bills of lading , must be sent by negotiating 
bankers directly to the International Banl{ of Boston by 
first mail and a signed stat ement of such negotiating bank-
ers enumer ating the documents that have been so sent must 
be attached to the drafts, together w·i t h all remaining do-
cuments. 11 # 
~ne draft, the first of exch~~ge (see p. 62) and 
the set of original documents were air-mailed to the Boston 
# By specifying the forwarding of "all remaining documents", 
the opening bank takes precautionary measures to prevent 
documents of title such as a signed copy of the bill of 
lading , from falling into improper h~~ds. 
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ban_l{. The second of exchange (see p. 62), together with 
t he second set of document s, was sent to the issuing bank 
by ordinary sea mail. 
E. T'.ne Issuing Bank 
1. Checks All Document s 
This procedure is no different from that under-
taken by the negotiating ban1c in section C, 1, above (p . 68). 
The openin.e; banlc must satisfy itself that all the documents 
compl y with the te rms of the letter for its own protection 
and that of the importer. Since all the papers were in or-
der, it credited the account of the negotiating bank with 
the necessary amount to cover negotiation of the draft 
(seep. 69). 
2. Notifies Importer of the Arrival of ~ Documents 
The opening bank thereupon notified our importer 
of the arrival of the draft and documents covering shipn:e nt 
of t he Japanese merchandise . Since the tenor of the draf t 
was "sight", innnediate pa)'Tilent ·was required at t he issuing 
bank . The use of t he irrevocable letter• of credit v.ras now 
completed , but we shall follow the transaction to its logi-
cal end; i.e., delivery of the g ood s to the importer. 
3. Refinancing Arranged 
Title to the slupment was now held by the bank to 
secure the importer's obligation. 
~.ne banks current credit-loan position was rather 
tight. (See p . 43.) It, therefore, arranged for refinancing 
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by creating a bankers' acceptance; the i mporter drew a 
120-day sight draft upon the issu ing banlc, ' rhich was accept-
ed (endorsed) by t he Boston bank , thus deferring the e~~ec­
tive date of payment by the importer. TI~e sale o~ this 
readily marketable banlc accept ance permitted the ba.11.k to 
recoup the f unds it h~.d laid out. 
4. Bank Re leases Documents of Title to t he Importer Against 
Latyers Signing Trust Receipt 
The import er's bank was now d irectly obligated 
to a ny h older of the acceptance. It had, in ef~ect, extend-
ed credit to the importer. Vmen the shipment arrived at 
the Boston port, Amerrycon sigried a trust receipt be~ ore 
obtaining the documents o~ title, and effective possession 
of the Japane s e lanterns, under the provision that proceeds 
from their sale be turned over to the b an}{ . 'n thin the three 
months, the shipment was completely sold out and all financial 
oblig ations to the banl{ were met in time. 
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X Problems and Pitfalls 
The advantag es for our i mporter in using the letter 
of credit hav e been clearly spelled out in Chapter II. A 
few additi~nal points shou l d be noted concerning problems 
an d pitfalls , though all these ma y not be directly attribut -
able to the letter of credit. 
Bankers will inevitably point ou t t h at a n im-
porter must know, as alre a dy mentioned, with Vlhom he is doing 
business . The character and integrity of the exporter is 
vita lly important. It is r e latively e a sy for an unreliable 
s e ller, i nsulated by such barriers a s distance, differing 
lavrs, and strange l an guage s to e n gage in sharp or dishonest 
pra:ot:tce -, for which redress may b e impracticable, ei t h e r 
be c au se of time or cost. Also, a s noted before, bankers 
may acce.p,t faulty doctunen t; s which, on t heir face, appear 
legitimate in every respect. It is not a bank 's ~1nction 
to inspect, count, or other1;'rj_ se check g ood s a gainst docaments. 
It merely checks d ocuments against the documentary require-
ments spelled ou t in the letter of credit instrument. 
In the same breath, b anks p oint out that many un-
qualified would-be importers apply for the letter of credit. 
The i mporter who d oes not 1<:now his business, or who is a 
highly predictable f a ilure in foreign or d omestic trade, or 
whose transaction involves a v e ry high degree of ris~, is 
not elig ible for bank credit. He is, of course, not restrict-
ed from utilizing his O\VTI c apital r e sources. 
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The terms of the letter should exactly meet the 
intentions of both importer and exporter according to the 
contract o f sale. A letter of credit is a most explicit 
document. Th~ough neglig ence on the part of the i mporter, 
a letter of credit may b e issued whose terms and conditions 
r e flect neither the tru e intent o f the contract, nor of the 
exporter and himself. This matter is completely under the 
i mporter's c ontrol at the time he applies for the credit. 
I t b ehooves him, ther efore, to fully understand ietter of 
cre dit financing or to obtain the r eadily available advice 
and counsel of fore i gn trade bankers. 
The irrevocability feature of this credit em-
phasizes the point that any amendments to correct inaccurate 
t e r ms and conditions stipulated in the letter will tend to 
be time -consuming . If the inaccuracy is favorable to the 
exporter, he may not accede to a correction. The necessary 
cable cos t s mu st be borne by the i mporter and, since time 
is most valuable in business transactions, the total cost, 
including the opportunity cost involve d, may be considerable. 
XI Analysis of the Study 
A. Function 
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"The fundamental .function of commercial letters 
of cre di t is to facilitate the marketing of merchandise." ->!-
The principle of financing for e i gn trade t rans-
actions through the use of the letter is entirely different 
from that of utilizing a bank deposit account (mal{ing a 
c a s h p a-y-ment). The banl{ merely lends its name to the import-
er by opening the credit i n favor of the forei gn exporter. 
On the s t rength of this credit, the exporter is able to 
obt a in payment after placing the g ood s in the hands of a 
carrier. This payment by the negotiating bank simultaneou s-
l y cre ate s an i mme diate and direct obligation (as the sight 
dr aft is here u sed) on the part of t he importer(see p . 70). 
For both the opening and the negotiating bank , this trans-
action is self-liquidating in a relatively shmrt time. 
For the i mporter, the d s velopment leading to the 
need to reimburse the bank also provides him vrl th the title 
to the merchandise shipped. The g oods c an then b e come 
collateral for further financing. Wi th an increase in 
h is liabilitie s necessitated by financing the import, his 
assets hav e also been expanded by the value of the addition-
al stock of mark etable merchandise. The i mporter has thereby 
completed a transaction he other~ise would not have been able 
~~ 2' p. 21 
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to r ealize. 
B. Adaptability 
The extension of bank credi t in the u se of the 
letter pre supposes the prior establi shraent of a line of 
credit from the bank t o the importer (buyer of the credit). 
The adaptability of the lette r to stituation s where cash is 
r equired by the exporter particularly applies to a small 
i mporter whose credi t position abroad is not recognized. 
VIJhen the cpedi t of an Ameri c an bank is added to the credit 
of the i mporter, the foreign seller's risk, for all practical 
purposes is eliminate d. 
The irrevocable letter of credit is quite per-
fectly adaptable to any import situation which warrants 
the use of bank credit. If a smaller i mporter has no cre -
di t standing with any banl{, he may procure s u ch an instru -
ment by giving f ull collateral in cash. If his credit line 
h a s not ye t been established, the bank may require a mar -
gin (pa l"ti al credit) on t he basis of val"ious favorable fac -
tors . 
An i mporter with a sufficiently large line of 
Cl, edi t ma y be issued a letter as a mat t el" of course , and the 
amoun t charged against the available line. This permits 
h is \Yorldng c apital to be augmented b y that amount of credit 
utilized; his purchasing power has been increased to the 
extent of the bank credit actually opened for hisaccount. 
Financing imPorts with this instrument is n ot limited by 
any class of g oods n or by any v olume or value. 
c. Problems 
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The so-called s maller i mp orter, such as Amerrycon 
in our c a se study, is s u rrounded by particular financial 
and operational conditions and problems which mi ght not 
confront a much larger concern. A l a rge well-establishe d 
concern which requires credit abroad has merely to a pply 
to its bank to b e issued a letter of credit vri thin the limits 
of the credit line it alre ady has been g ranted. 
A so-called smaller importer, or a smaller pros-
p ective importer, confronts cert a in difficu lties in seeking 
a lette r of credit on the basis of his credit standing . 
A prior understanding of the eligibility requirements for 
bank credit will help the importer plan his operations so 
as to fulfill these conditions. A strong c urrent ratio 
(2/1 or better) plus a consistent record of satisfactory 
earnings are probably minimum requirements. 
D. Use 
The function, adaptability and many of the prob-
lems .concerning the u se of the irrevocable letter of credit 
have been incorporat e d into our simulated i mport purchase. 
~~e i mporter de s ired the particul ar merchandise offered by 
the f'ore i gn exp ortel"'. The e x:porter required t he transaction 
to be "riskless 11 and specified the "cash" method of payment. 
The way in which the letter of credi t met these r e quirements 
brought ou t the unquestioned advantag es of this widely -used 
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means of financing import transactions. 
Only b y using such methods as t his can import 
financing become feasible for our smaller i mporter. With-
aut the economical foreign t rade financing offered by our 
banks, only those f irms suf'ficlently capitalized to mak e 
cash payment (or '\'Those credit is unquestioned because of 
such financial strengt h and business integrity ) would be 
able to buy abroad. Other method s involve either added 
cos t or inconvenience of operation by drying up the i mport-
er's \':orldng c e.pi tal. The irrevocable credit has more than 
f acilitated t he marketing of merchandise--it has made im-
porting practic al for our importer. 
E. General Corrnnents 
In conclusion the v.rri ter would add a fe w· general 
remarks on this subject. These points were revealed to him 
during the course of this investigation, but not as origi-
nating with this study. 
Many ·would-be importers become enthusiastic over 
a business proposition though they may have little knowledge 
of t he product or the business. Not understanding the finan-
cial aspects of i mporting , they hesi t ate to seek the counsel 
of the banks. Neither do many understand the many free 
s ervices bankers offer in t his connection. They cite cases 
where the importer expressed a ppreciation for advice against, 
and r efusal to, grant a letter of credit. 
In general, bru1k credit standards are not pro-
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perly understood. Smaller businesses, including importe -:>s 
feel t hat their g ener al ineligibility for s u ch credit is 
discriminatory. The banks, on the other hand do not wish 
to participate in transactions vm ich could force them into 
tak ing over the merchandise itself. Therefore, the emphasis 
on ability to rep ay out of current earnings and the refu sal 
to gr ant many loans, even where the collatera l s e curity is 
more than adequate. 
Importer s feel that bank s should g ive greater 
consideration to the merits of the individual transaction. 
This is a problem which an importer might solve by "selling 
the merits of the case" to his banker. 
All those interviewed a gree that no better method 
has been d evised or thought of to finance t h e smaller inr-
porter. The irrevocable letter of credit vfill, there f or e, 
continue to b e the important means of i mport financing f or 
t h is group of importers. 
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UNIFORM CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE FOR COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTARY CREDITS FIXED BY 
THE THIRTEENTH CONGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
The provisions, definitions, interpretations, etc. contained in the following Articles are to be understood as uniform directions 
applying to all commercial documentary credits including authorities to pay, accept, negotiate or purchase, unless otherwise expressly 
agreed. 
lt is essential that instructions embodied in commercial documentary credits be 'complete and precise in every way and any 
attempt to include technical terms or cumbersome details should be discouraged in order to guard against the possibility of confusion 
and misunderstanding. 
The beneficiary of a credit can in no case avail himself of the legal relations existing between Banks, or between the applicant 
for the credit and his Bank. 
A.-FORM OF CREDITS. 
Article I.-Commercial documentary credits are essentially distinct transactions from sales contracts, on which they may be 
based, with which Banks are not concerned. 
Article 2.-Commercial documentary credits may be either: 
a) revocable or 
b) irrevocable. 
Article 3.-All credits, unless clearly stipulated as irrevocable, are considered revocable even though an expiry date is specified. 
Artitle 4.-Revocable credits are not legally binding undertakings between Banks and beneficiaries. Such credits may be modified 
or cancelled at any moment without notice to the beneficiary. When a credit of this nature has been transmitted to a branch or to another 
Bank, its modification or cancellation can take effect only upon receipt of notice thereof by such branch or other Bank, prior to payment 
or negotiation, or the acceptance of drawings thereunder by such branch or other Bank. 
Article 5.-Irrevocable credits are definite undertakings by an issuing Bank and constitute the engagement of that Bank to the 
beneficiary or as the case may be, to the beneficiary and bona fide holders of drafts drawn thereunder that the provisions for payment, 
acceptance or negotiation contained in the credit, will be duly fulfilled provided that the doeuments or as the case may be, the documents 
and the drafts drawn thereunder comply with the terms and conditiorts of the credit. 
When the issuing Bank instructs another Bank to confirm its irrevocable credit and when the latter does so, the confirmation 
implies a definite undertaking of the confirming Bank as from the date on which it gives confirmation. 
Jn case of credits available by negotiation of drafts, the confirmation impties only the undertaking of the confirming Bank to · 
negotiate drafts without recourse to drawer. · 
Such undertakings can neither be modified nor cancelled without the agreement of all concerned. 
When a correspondent is instructed by cable or telegram to notify a letter of credit, the issuing Bank must send the o!'iginal of 
the said letter of credit to tbe said correspondent if it is intended to put the docun1ent itself into circulation. If any other procedure 
were followed, the issuing Bank would be responsible for ali consequences which may result therefrom. 
Article 6.-Irrevocable credits may be advised to the beneficiary through an advising Bank without responsibility on the latter's part. 
Article 7.-When a Bank is instructed to issue, confirm or advise a credit similar in terms .to one previously issued and the credit 
to which reference is made contains amendments, it shall be understood that the details of the credit being issued, confirmed or advised 
will be transmitted to the beneficiary inclusive of the amendments, unless instructions to the contrary are contained in the instructions. 
Article B.__lln the event of the period of validity of a credit not being stipulated in an ord~r to issue or confirm an irrevocable 
credit the Bank may advise the beneficiary of the credit for information only, and this implies no responsibility on the part of the Bank 
doing' so. The credit will only be issued or confirmed later when supplementary details on the duration of validity have been received. 
B.-LIABILITY. 
Article 9.-Banks must examine all documents and papers with care so as to ascertain that on their face they appear to be in order. 
Article 10.-In documentary credit operations, all parties concerned deal in documents and not in goods. Payment, negotiation or 
acceptance against documents in accordance with the terms and conditions of a credit by a Bank authorized to do so binds the party 
giving the authorization to take up the documents and reimburse the Bank making the payment, .negotiation or acceptance. 
If the documents, on their face, are not as stipulated by the terms and conditions of the credit, the issuing Bank must, upon 
receipt of the documents, determine, on the basis of the documents alone, whether or not to claim that payment, negotiation or acceptance 
was not made in accordance with the terms and conditions of the credit. 
If such claim is to be made, notice to that effect, stating the reasons therefor, must be given by cable or other expeditious means 
to the Bank demanding reimbursement and such notice must state that the documents are being held at the disposal of such Bank or are 
being returned thereto. The issuing Bank shall have a reasonable time to examine the documents. 
Article 11.-Banks assume no liability or responsibility for the form, sufficiency, correctness, genuineness, falsification or legal 
effect of any documents or papers, or for the description, quantity, weight, quality, condition, packing, delivery or value of goods repre-
sented thereby, or for the general and/or particular conditions stipulated in the documents, or for the good faith or acts of the consigner 
or any other person whomsoever, or for the solvency, standing, etc. of the carriers or insurers of the goods. 
Article 12.-Banks assume no liability or res_po~sibility for the con~equences ari~in~ out of delay and/or loss in transit of any 
messages, letters, and/or documents; ~r for delay, mutil~hon or o~her errors 1~ the transm1ss1on of cables, telegrams, or other mechanically 
transmitted messages, or for errors m translatiOn or mterpretatwn of techmcal terms, and Banks reserve "the right to transmit credit 
terms without translating them. 
Article 13.-Banks assume no liability or responsibility for consequences arising out of the interrup~ion of their busin~ss ei~er 
by a decision of a public authority, .or by strikes, ~ockouts, riots, wars, acts of God or other ~us~s beyond the1r .control. On c~edits expir-
ing during such interruption of busmess, Banks w1ll be able to make no settlement after exp1rat-1on unless specifically authonzed. 
Article 14.-Banks are authorized to make provision for credits with other Banks, for the account and at the risk of the appli-
cants for the credits. 
Banks utilizing the services of another Bank assume no liability or responsibility (unless they themselves are at fault) should 
the instructions they transmit not be carried out exactly, even if ti:)ey have themselves taken the initiative in the choice of their correspondent. 
The applicants for the credit are responsible to the Banks for all obligations imposed upon the latter by for.eign laws and customs. 
C.-DOCUMENTS. 
Article 15.-Unless otherwise instructed, Banks consider themselves authorized to honour the documents which they judge neces-
sary, if presented in a suitable form, viz. : 
a) In Maritime traffic: 
Full set of Sea or Ocean Bills of Lading in negotiable and transferable form; 
Transferable Policy or Certificate of Insurance; 
Invoice. 
b) In Inland traffic : 
Full set of Inland Waterway Bills of Lading in negotiable and transferable form, or 
Inland Waterway Consignment Note, or 
Railroad Consignment Note, or 
Counterfoil Waybill, or 
Railroad Bills of Lading in negotiable and transferable form; 
Transferable Policy or Certificate of Insurance; 
Invoice. 
c) In Postal traffic: 
Postal Receipt ; or 
Certificate of Mailing issued by the Postal Authorities; 
Transferable Policy or Certificate of Irisu ranee; 
Invoice. 
d) In Airway traffic: 
Air Mail Receipt or Air Transportation Waybill or 
Air Consignment Note or Receipt ; 
Transferable Policy or Certificate of Insurance; 
Invoice. 
Banks have the right to waive insurance papers on proof satisfactory to them that the insurance is covered. 
Article 16.-Except as stated in Article 23, the date ·of the Bill of Lading, or date indicated on the reception stamp of the Railwar. 
or Inland Waterway Bills of Lading or Consignment Notes, Counterfoil Waybills, Postal Receipts, Certificates of Mailing, Air Ma1l 
Receipts, Air Transportation Waybills, Consignment Notes or Receipts, Trucking Companies Bills of Lading, or other shipping documents 
will be taken in each case to be the date of .shipment . of the goods. 
Article 17.-Proof of payment of the freight will be considered sufficient if the words "freight paid" or "freight prepaid" or 
words of similar import appear by stamp or otherwise on the shipping documents. If the shipping documents contain the words "freight 
pre-payable" or "freight to be prepaid" or words of similar .import, they will not be accepted as constituting evidence of the payment 
of freight. 
Article 18.-Shipping documents bearing reservations as to the apparent good order and condition of the goods and the packag-
ing may be refused. 
. A clean shipping document is one which bears no superimP.Osed clauses expressly declaring a defective condition of the goods 
or packaging. 
The following should not be considered such reservations: a) clauses which do not expressly state that the goods or packaging 
are unsatisfactory, e.g. "second-hand cases", "used drums", etc. ; b) clauses which emphasize carriers' non-liability for risks arising through 
the nature of the goods or the packaging; c) clauses which disclaim on the part of the carrier knowledge · of contents, weight, measure-
ment, quality, or technical specification of the goods. 
Unless otherwise specified in the credit or inconsistent with any of the documents presented under the credit, Banks may honor 
documents stating that freight or transportation charges are payable on delivery. 
Billa of Lading. 
Art,icle 19.-When Sea or Ocean Bills of Lading are required, the following may be accepted: 
a) "Received for Shipment", "Alongside", "Shipped" or "On Board" Bills of Lading. 
b) "Port" or "Custody" Bills of Lading for shipments of cotton from the United States of America. 
c) "Through Bills of Lading" issued by steamship companies or their agents. 
Regardless of the type of Bills of Lading required by a credit (including "Shipped" or "On Board" Bills of Lading), Bills of 
Lading which, apart from printed clauses, permit transshipment enroute, may be accepted provided the entire voyage is covered by one 
and the saine Bill of Lading. If expressions such as "direct shipment", "without transshipment" or "transshipment not permitted" are used 
in credits, Bills of Lading which do not specifically indicate that the merchandise is to be transshiped may be accepted. 
Article 20.-Bills of Lading issued by forwarding agents will be refused, as also Bills of Lading for shipment by sailing vessels. 
Bills of Lading which are issued under and are subject to the conditions of a Charter Party are only accepted under special 
instructions to that effect. 
Article 21.-Banks have the right to refuse Bills of Lading mentioning the stowage of goods on deck but may accept such Bills 
of Lading when the documents presented include an insurance policy or certificate mentioning that the aoods are stowed on deck. 
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Article 22.-When shipment by steamship is required, Banks may consider themselves authorized to accept Hills of Lading for 
shipment by motor vessels or vice-versa. 
Article 23.-When a shipment is stipulated "On Board", the loading on board can be evidenced by means of a notation signed 
or initialled on behalf of the carrier. If the Bill of Lading is presented after the ultimate shipment date specified in the credit, the said 
notation must be dated and this date shall be considered as the date of loading on board and shipment. 
Article 24.-Banks have the right to require that the name of the beneficiary of the credit appears on the Bill of Lading as shipper 
or endorser. 
Railway Bills of Lading, etc. 
Article 25.-Banks will consider Railway or Inland Waterway Bills of Lading or Consignment notes, Counterfoil Waybills, Postal 
Receipts, Airway Bills or Receipts, or Trucking Bills of Lading as regular when they bear the reception stamp of the carrier, or issuer, or 
when they bear a signature. 
Article 26.-When an attestation or certificate of weight is required in the case of railway transport, Banks may refer to the 
indications contained in the shipping documents, on condition · that weighing has been duly witnessed by means of a weight stamp or other 
official means. A weight attestation will only be required on special request. • 
Article 27.-If, in the case of shipment by rail, by inland waterway, by truck, by air, or by post, the name of the beneficiary does 
not appear on the transport documents, Banks may require them to be countersigned by him. 
Insurance. 
Article 28.-Policies and Certificates of Insurance issued by companies or their agents or by brokers or by underwriters are 
acceptable. 
Unless otherwise specified, such insurance must be issued in the currency of the credit and Banks may, in their discretion, refuse 
any Insurance Policies or Certificates presented if they bear a date Ia ter than the date of shipment as evidenced by the shipping documents. 
Article 29.-The minimum value insured must be the C.I.F. value of the goods as evidenced by the documents tendered, but 
in no case should it be less than the amount of the drawings under the credit, or than the amount of the commercial invoice if the latter 
~~~ ' 
Article 30.-Failing instr-uctions as to the risks to be covered or when a credit stipulates that insurance cover "usual risks" or 
"customary risks" .or insurance requirements of similar import, Banks may accept insurance documents as tendered without responsibility 
on their part. 
Article 31.-When a credit stipulates "Insurance against all Risks" Banks can in no way be held responsible if any particular 
risk is not covered. 
When a credit provides for insurance "with particular average" Banks may accept insurance policies or certificates which indicate 
that such particular average is subject to a franchise unless it is specifically indicated in the credit that the Particular Average Insurance 
must be issued "irrespective of percentage" 
Invoices. 
Article 32.-Invoices must be made out in the name of the applicant for the credit or in the name of any other person as required 
in the credit. 
Payment of such Invoices may be refused if they have been issued for an amount in excess of the cFedit amount. 
Article 33.-The description of the goods in the Commercial Invoice must correspond with the description in the credit. Wherever 
the goods are described in the remaining documents, description in general terms will be acceptable. 
Other Documents. 
Article 34._:When other documents are required, such as : Warehouse Receipts, Delivery Orders, Consular Invoices, Certificates of 
Origin, Certificates of Weight, of Quality or of Analysis etc., without further definition, Banks may accept such documents as tendered 
without responsibility on their part. 
D.-INTERPRETATION OF TERMS. 
Article 35.-The terms "about", "circa" or similar expressions are to be construed as allowing a difference not to exceed 10% 
more or less applicable, according to their _place in the instructions, to the amount of the credit or to the quantity or unit price of 
the goods. 
When the credit does not- specify quantity in terms of packing units or containers or individual items, a difference of 3% more 
or less will be allowed on the total quantity specified in the credit, even if the terms of the credit call for a fixed weight or measure-
ment, unless the credit expressly stipulates that the quantity specified may not be exceeded or reduced. 
Partial Shipments. 
Article 36.-Unless otherwise e:xpressly stipulated, Banks may pay, accept or negotiate for· partial shipments, even though the credit 
mentions the name of a vessel and when partial shipment is made by that vessel. 
Article 37.-I£ shipment by instalments within given periods is specified, each instalment shall be treated as a separate transaction. 
The instalment not shipped within a given period cannot be added to subsequent shipments and is considered as ipso facto cancelled. Banks 
may, however, pay against documents for subsequent shipments pr ovided they are made within the given periods. 
Maturity or Validity. 
Article 38.-Ail in:evocable credits must stipulate an expiry date for payment, acceptance or negotiation notwithstanding the 
indication of a date of shipment. 
Article 39.-The words "to", "until", "till" and words of similar import applying to dates of maturity for payment, acceptance, 
negotiation or shipment are understood to include the date mentioned. 
Article 40.-When the stipulated expiry date falls on a Sunday or legal or local holiday, or upon any other closing day for the 
Banks, the last day of the period of validity will be extended until the first following business day. This does not apply to the last day 
for shipment which must be respected whatever the day. 
Article 41.-The validity of a revocable credit, if no date is specified, will be considered to have expired six months from the date 
of the notification sent to the beneficiary by the Bank with which the credit is available. 
Shipment, Loading or Dispatch. 
Article 42.-"Prompt", "immediately", "as soon as possible", etc. : these terms and others of similar import, are to be interpreted 
as a request for shipment within thirty days from the notification to the beneficiary, unless a date has been stipulated. 
When the words "departure", "dispatch", or "loading" are used in Commercial Documentary Credits for the fixation of the latest 
date for shipment of the goods, and unless specific evidence in respect thereto is required, the Banks will consider these words a:s synony-
mous to "shipment", and they may be guided by the date appearing upon the Bills of Lading or other shipping documents. 
Presentation. 
Article 43.-Documents must be presented within a reasonable time after issuance. Paying, negotiating or accepting Banks may 
refuse documents if in their judgment, they are presented to them with undue delay. 
Article 44.-Banks are under no obligation to accept documents outside their banking hours. 
Extension. 
Article 45.-Any extension of the period for shipment shall extend for an equal period the time fixed for presentation or negotia- 1 
tion of documents or drafts, but an extension of a date for presentation or negotiation of documents or drafts shall not extend a time . 
fixed for shipment unless expressly stated. 
Date Terms. 
Article 46.-The terms "first half", "second half" of a month shall be construed respectively as from the 1st to the 15th, and the I 
16th to the last day of each month, inclusive. 
Article 47.-The terms "beginning", "middle", or "end" of a month shall be construed respectively as from the 1st to the lOth, 
the 11th to the 20th, and the 21st to the last day of each month, inclusive. 
Article 48.-When a credit is opened by an opening Bank requesting that the credit be advised or confirmed as good "for 1 month", 
"for 6 months", or the like, but the opening Bank has not specified the date from which the time is to run, the advising or confirming 
Bank may advise or confirm the credit as terminating at the end of the corresponding period from the date of its advice or confirmation. 
E.-TRANSFER. 
Ar-ticle 49.-A transferable or assignable credit is a credit in which the paying or negotiating Bank is entitled to pay in whole or in 
part to a third party or parties on instructions given by the first beneficiary. 
A credit can be transferred only on the express authority of the opening Bank and provided that it is expressly designated as 
"transferable" or "assignable". In such case the credit can be transferred once only (that is to say that the third party or parties desig-
nated by the first beneficiary are not entitled to retransfer it) and on the ter-ms and conditions specified in the original credit, with the 
exception of the amount of the credit, of any unit price stated therein, and of the time of validity or of shipping, any or all of which may 
be reduced or curtailed. In the event of any reduction in amount or unit price, a transferer may be permitted to substitute his own invoices 
for those of the transferee, for amounts or unit. prices greater than those set forth in the transferee's invoices, but not in excess of the 
original sum stipulated in the credit, and upon such substitution of invoices, the transferer may draw under the credit for the difference 
between his invoices and the transferee's invoices. 
Fractions of a transferable or assignable credit (not exceeding in the aggregate the amount of the entire credit) may be trans-
ferred separately provided partial shipments are not excluded, and the aggregate of such transfers will be considered as constituting only 
one transfer of the entire credit. 
Authority to transfer a credit includes authority to transfer it to a beneficiary in another place whether in the same country or 
not, unless otherwise specified (*). During the validity of the credit as transferred, payment or negotiation may be made at the place to 
which the credit has been transferred. 
Bank charges entailed by transfers are payable by the first beneficiary unless otherwise specified. 
No transfer shall be binding •tpon the Bank which is to act thereunder except to the extent and in the manner expressly con-
sented to by such Bank, and until such Bank's charges for transfer are paid. 
(*) In the United States, when credits are transferred to a beneficiary in another place whether in the same country or not, the credits may be changed 
from one requiring payment on or before a certain date to one re9.uiring negotiation on or before that date, and during the validity of the credit as transferred, 
payment or negotiation may be made at the place to which the cred1t has been transferred. 
Adherence of the United States banks, which have subscribed to these regulations, is effective January 1, 1952 
NOTE: bz the U.S.A. the D efinitiotts of Export Quotations, which are now in wide use, are known as the "Revised American Foreign 
Trade Definitions-1941" adopted July 30, 1941. 
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